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ABSTRACT 

The two Voyager spacecraft discovered small-scale, 

radially-extended features in the central region of Saturn's 

B Ring. These "spokes" are "clouds" of submicron-size ice 

grains which are electrostatically levitated above the ring 

plane and which appear to travel about Saturn in Keplerian 

orbits (smith et al., 1981, Science 212, 163-191). 

This research project is a study of the dynamical 

and physical properties of spokes as deduced from Voyager 

Saturn ring images. An analysis of the orbital motion of 

two dynamically-anomalous spokes, in particular, has set 

limits on the charge-to-mass ratios of spoke particles at 

various times during their dynamical evolution. These two 

spokes have charge-to-mass ratios of at least -60±3 C kg-l 

while corotating with Saturn, and charge-to-mass ratios of 

no more than -22±2 C kg-l while orbiting Saturn at Keplerian 

velocities. Additionally, charge decay on the grains of 

these spokes, caused by solar UV photoemission, has allowed 

a lower limit of O.lO±O.03 ~m to be placed on the range of 

radii for spoke particles. In a study of spoke photometry, 

a single-scattering analysis of the O.470-~m phase function 

for spokes has set a mean radius for the dominant scatterers 

(at this wavelength) of O.22±O.02 pm. Also, a multispectral 

xiii 
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analysis of spokes has determined the spectral index of the 

size distribution for spoke particles to be 2.l±0.2. These 

dynamical and physical properties of spokes have been com

bined with theoretical explanations of spoke activity to 

develop a phenomenological model of spoke formation and 

evolution. 

The transport of angular momentum within the rings 

due to the radial motion of spoke grains is shown to be the 

most significant effect of spoke activity on the dynamical 

evolution of the B Ring, as was predicted by Goertz et ale 

(1986, Nature 320, 141-143). The radial mass transport 

velocity due to highly-charged spokes is -1 x 10-9 m s-1. 

The subsequent spreading time for the B Ring is 600 million 

years, which is significantly less than the 4.6 billion-year 

age of the solar system. 



CHAPTER 1 

SPOKES IN SATURN'S BRING 

One of the major results of the two Voyager encoun

ters with Saturn occurred 37 days prior to the Voyager 1 en

counter, while the spacecraft was still 1/3 of an astronomi

cal unit away from the planet (Collins et al., 1980). This 

result was the discovery of small-scale, radially-extended 

features in the central region of the B Ring. These fea

tures, called "spokes" because of their radial extension, 

became the subject of extensive observations throughout the 

two encounters (Smith et al., 1981; 1982). The typical 

image of spokes, which are seen in projection against the 

rings, is shown in Fig. 1. 

1.1 Data Analysis Preceding This study 

Initial analysis of the data by the Voyager Imaging 

Team showed the spokes to be "clouds" of submicron-size ice 

grains, typically several thousand kilometers in extent, 

that appear to be levitated above the ring plane (Smith et 

al., 1981; 1982). The features apparently exhibit Keplerian 

velocities throughout their lifetimes of approximately half 

an orbital period. 

1 



Figure 1: Spokes in Saturn's B Ring. This ima~e (FDS 
43565.25) shows spokes observed on the morn~ng ansa 
of the rings by Voyager 2. The spokes are the dark, 
radially-extended features shown in the central 
region of the B Ring. This narrow-angle, 
clear-filter image has a spatial resolution of ap
proximately 230 km per line pair. 
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Figure 1. Spokes in Saturn 1 s B Ring. 
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Spokes occur over a range of 1.72 to 1.94 RS from 

the planet's center [a Saturn radius (RS) is defined by 

Rliore et al. (1980) as the 60,330 km altitude of the 100 

mbar pressure level in the atmosphere). This is the most 

optically thick region of the B Ring, with the ring optical 

depth varying from 1.6 to 2.4 (Lane et al., 1982). Spokes 

appear to show no preference for formation either in the 

sunlight or in the shadow of the planet. However, the con

trast of spokes on the morning ansa of the rings was ob

served to be greater, on average, than that observed for 

spokes on the evening side of the planet. 

More extensive studies of the images by Porco and 

Danielson (1982) revealed that spoke activity is apparently 

modulated by Saturn's magnetic field. Fourier analysis of 

the level of spoke activity as a function of ring longitude 

showed a periodicity in the activity that matched the 

netic rotation period of the planet. The case for 

mag

this 

modulation was strengthened when they found the region of 

peak activity to coincide with the longitude of the Saturn 

Kilometric Radiation source, another magnetospheric 

phenomenon (see Kaiser et al., 1981). 

Further analysis of high-resolution Voyager 2 images 

by Gruen et ale (1983) showed that all of the observed 

spokes orbited Saturn with the expected Keplerian 

velocities. By estimating the ages of spokes from the 
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amount of shear the features displayed (due to the differen

tial orbital velocities of Keplerian motion), Gruen et ale 

(1983) were able to confirm Porco and Danielson's determina

tion of a preferred region of spoke activity coincident with 

the saturn Kilometric Radiation source. Additionally, they 

observed two spokes to form within five-minute time inter

vals in the images, thus placing limits on the time required 

for spokes to form. 

1.2 Models of Spoke Formation 

with these observations of a new, unexplained ring 

phenomenon at hand, several groups of investigators proposed 

various theoretical models to describe the observations of 

Saturn's B Ring spokes. These models are of two general 

types (Cuzzi et al., 1984). The first type invokes electri

cal polarization and subsequent radial alignment of elon

gated particles within the rings. The second calls for the 

charging of small particulates, which are then levitated 

above the ring plane due to electrostatic repulsion. Three 

of the more developed models will be discussed briefly in 

this section. For a further discussion of these models, see 

Cuzzi et ale (1984), Gruen et ale (1984b), or Mendis et a1. 

(1984). 

1.2a Radial Alignment of Elongated Particles 

Carbary et a1. (1982) proposed a model in which a 

radial electric field in the rings polarizes micron-size, 
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elongated grains within the B Ring. The electric field 

preferentially aligns these polarized particles in a direc

tion radial to Saturn, thus altering their light-scattering 

properties and making the spokes visible. However, Cuzzi et 

ale (1984) point out that the scattering properties of the 

spokes are independent of the orbital phase of the particu

lates, thus disproving this model. Additionally, Weinheimer 

and Few (1982) show that the electrical conductivity of the 

icy spoke grains (at ring temperatures) is too low for 

radial alignment to occur. consequently, models of this 

type have been discounted. 

1.2b Gravito-Electrodynamics of Charged Dust 

Hill and Mendis (1981; 1982) have proposed a model 

of charged-grain dynamics in planetary gravitational and 

magnetic fields (see also Mendis et al., 1982). They 

propose that submicron-to-micron size particles are charged 

to high electrostatic potentials and are then levitated from 

of the surfaces of the larger ring bodies; the electrostatic 

charging arises from electrons which are accelerated in 

Saturn's ionosphere and which travel to the rings along mag

netic field lines. They calculate orbits for different size 

particulates that would give rise to both fine structure in 

the spokes and a differential radial transport of grains 

across the rings (as a function of size). Neither of the 

consequences of this model has been verified by analysis of 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------. --
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the Voyaqer data, since the spatial resolution of the 

Voyager saturn ring images is too coarse for such fine 

structure or differential transport to be observed (CUzzi et 

al., 1984). Additionally, electrons which originate in 

Saturn's ionosphere do not appear in the vicinity of the B 

Ring in sufficient numbers to electrostatically charge and 

levitate the spoke particulates (Goertz and Morfill, 1983). 

1.2c Plasma Cloud Model 

Goertz and Morfill (1983) have proposed the most 

detailed and successful model for spoke formation and evolu

tion to date (see also Morfi1l and Goertz, 1983~ Morfill et 

al., 1983b: and Morfill, 1984). In this model, dense plasma 

clouds (n = 300 cm-3) which are corotating with Saturn's 

magnetic field charge particles on larger ring bodies and 

electrostatically levitate them above the rinqs to form 

spokes. The relative motion between the corotating plasma 

clouds and the charged spoke particulates creates azimuthal 

electric currents and fields. The resulting Lorentz forces 

cause the plasma clouds to propagate radially outward (at 

velocities of approximately 30 km S-l), thus causinq the 

spokes to grow. As the spokes become separated from the 

plasma clouds due to their relative motions, the behavior of 

the spokes comes under the control of Saturn's gravitational 

field: consequently, the spokes orbit Saturn at Keplerian 

rates. The electric charges on the grains, which decay due 
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to solar UV photoemission, are too small to affect the 

Keplerian motion of the spokes. 

The dynamical behavior of spokes observed in the 

Voyager dataset appears consistent with the plasma cloud 

model (see see Gruen et al., 1983; 1984a; 1987). The 

model's major drawback is in the origin of the plasma 

clouds. Goertz and Morfill (1983) postulate the existence 

of the dense plasma clouds required by the model and then 

proceed with their description of spoke activity. Two 

proposed sources of such clouds are vaporization and ioniza

tion of ring bodies caused by meteoroid impacts and sputter

ing of the rings caused by electrons travelling in 

field-aligned currents (Morfill and Goertz, 1983, Morfill et 

al., 1983a). However, no definitive source for these dense 

plasma clouds has yet been determined. 

None of the models proposed to date has been able to 

explain all of the observed spoke phenomena. A case in 

point is that no model can account adequately for the ap

parent magnetospheric modulation of spoke activity. One 

reason for this state of affairs has been that the current 

level of data analysis concerning spokes did not warrant 

further model development (G.E. Morfill, private 

communication). One goal of this dissertation is to provide 

new observational constraints for models of spoke formation 

and evolution and th:1S facilitate these theoretical studies. 
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1.3 Dissertation Research Project 

To further the understanding of the phenomena dis

cussed in this chapter, I have undertaken a study of some of 

the dynamical and physical properties of spokes in Saturn's 

B Ring for my dissertation. This study has three phases: 

1) a detailed analysis of the dynamical behavior 

of a group of spokes observed over substantial portions of 

their lifetimes in the Voyager 2 data set, with the goal of 

placing observational constraints on models of spoke forma

tion and evolution; 

2) an analysis of the photometric properties of 

spokes, with the goal of determining the scattering phase 

function for and the size distribution of the spoke par

ticles; and 

3) the 

phenomenological 

modelling of spoke dynamics 

point of view, with the goal of 

from a 

extending 

or revising current models of spoke formation and evolution. 

The study of spokes, through insights gained into 

the interactions between Saturn's rings and magnetic field, 

will provide further understanding of the dynamical evolu

tion of Saturn's ring system, an understanding which may ex

tend beyond Saturn to the ring systems of Jupiter, uranus, 

and Neptune. Through general insights gained into interac

tions between charged grains and planetary magnetic fields 

in plasma environments, we may find that electromagnetic 
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effects have played significant roles in the dynamical 

evolution of planetary ring systems. Parallels between the 

physical processes involved in planetary rings, proto

planetary and circumstellar disks, and protosatellite disks 

should allow us to further our understanding the formation 

of the solar system, other stellar systems, and the regular 

satellite systems of Jupiter, saturn, and Uranus. 



CHAPTER 2 

ATYPICAL DYNAMICS OF ANOMALOUS SPOKES 

In this chapter, I will discuss the results of an 

analysis of the dynamical properties of several spokes ob

served in the Voyager 2 saturn ring images. The purpose of 

this analysis is to provide an observational basis for and 

to place observational constraints on models of spoke forma

tion and evolution. The study of two particular spokes will 

be emphasized, spokes which exhibit orbital dynamics that 

are atypical of those shown by the population of spokes in 

general. 

The Voyager data set that provides the best temporal 

coverage of spokes in the B Ring is a time-lapse image se

quence (or ring "movie") taken during Voyager 2's approach 

to Saturn (Smith et al., 1982). The dynamical analysis was 

performed on this data set, which is a sequence of ap

proximately 650 narrow-angle, clear-filter images spanning 

34 hours (slightly more than three ring orbital periods) 

taken from 13 to 12 days before the encounter. The data 

analyzed are in the form of both digital images on magnetic 

tape and 7x7-inch prints. 

10 
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The ring movie consists of repeated scans of four 

images across the bright ring system taken at 3.2 minute in

tervals (see Fig. 2): the temporal resolution of images with 

the same field of view is 12.8 minutes. Gaps in the 

coverage of the rings occur near the subspacecraft point 

(for approximately 20° of ring longitude) and in the region 

of the rings blocked by Saturn and its shadow (for ap

proximately 80° of ring longitude). The sequencing of the 

movie has allowed individual spokes to be traced through 

their entire orbits of saturn. During the ring movie the 

solar phase angle was 8° and the spacecraft latitude with 

respect to the ring plane was +11°. The movie was taken 

when Voyager 2 was approximately 12 million kilometers away 

from Saturn, yielding a spatial resolution for the images of 

230 km per line pair. 

2.1 Orbital Motion of Kep1erian Spokes 

The orbital velocities of spokes were determined for 

this analysis by measuring the longitudinal positions of the 

leading and trailing edges of the features near their inner 

boundaries, or bases, in successive images. For a discus

sion of the techniques used in making these measurements, 

see Appendix A. 

The dynamical analysis has been performed on 17 

spokes observed in the data set, 16 of which were judged to 

be newly-formed. 



Figure 2: Imaging Sequence of the Voyager 2 R~ng Movie. 
The rectangles represent the fields of v~ew of each 
image in the repeated scan across the bright ring 
system. 
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This judgement was based on actual observations of spoke 

formation (in one case), or on estimates of spoke ages based 

on the reflectance and morphology of the features (as is 

discussed by Gruen et al., 1983 and Gruen et al., 1984a). 

Of this suite of spokes, 15 exhibit Keplerian orbital 

velocities throughout their observed lifetimes. 

A typical spoke is shown on the morning ansa of the 

rings in Fig. 3 and its longitudinal positions (measured at 

1.72 RS) are plotted against time in Fig. 4. The spoke was 

traced from its initial appearance at the limb of the 

planet, around the morning ansa of the rings, and into the 

data gap around the subspacecraft point. Changing perspec

tive eventually limited the measurements that could be make 

of the less distinct trailing edge of the spoke. The an

gular orbital velocity of a body in a Keplerian circular or

bit at a radius of 1.72 RS (38.06°±O.04° hr -1, calculated 

using the gravitational constants J 2 and J 4 for saturn, is 

overlaid on the data plots as solid lines in Fig. 4. (The 

error in the calculated orbital rate arises from the uncer

tainty in the measured radial positions of the spoke.) The 

measurements are consistent with the spoke traveling about 

Saturn at the Keplerian velocity. 

The orbital velocities are calculated from the ex

panded gravitational potential given by Brouwer and Clemence 

(1961) • 



Figure 3: Kep1erian Spoke on the Morning Ansa of the Rings. 
The pointer indicates one of 15 Kep1erian spokes 
traced around Saturn (FOS 43643.46). 
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Figure 3. Keplerian Spoke on the Morning Ansa of the Rings. 



Figure 4: Orbital Motion of the Keplerian Spoke. The lon
gitudinal positions of the leading and trailing 
edges of the spoke, measured near its base, are 
plotted against time. The vertical extent of the 
data points represents the uncertainty in the 
measurements. For clarity, the plot of the trailing 
edge is offset in time from that of the leading 
edge. The Keplerian orbital rate has been overlaid 
on the data points. 
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The linear orbital velocity is qiven by the relation: 

(2-1) 

where Null et ale (1982) qive values for Saturn's gravita

tional constant (GM == 3.7931200 X 1016 m 3 s -2) and gravita

tional potential coefficients (J2 = 1.62992 x 10-2 and J 4 = 
-9.167 x 10-4) and Kliore et ale (1980) define Saturn's 

radius as R = 60,330 km. The angular orbital velocity is 

calculated from equation (2-1) and is given by the relation: 

In both of these equations the ecccentricities of the orbits 

under consideration are assumed to be negliqible, since 

radial velocities of the spokes are much smaller than their 

orbital velocities. Similarly, the inclinations of the or

bits are assumed to be negliqible, since the vertical extent 

of spokes in much less than their radial distances from 

Saturn. 

The 15 spokes which were observed to exhibit 

Keplerian orbital motion (hereafter referred to as Keplerian 

spokes) support the velocity measurements reported for 

spokes by Gruen et a1., (1983). They also provide a check 

on the accuracy of the measurement techniques employed in 

this analysis, as can be seen from Fiq. 4. The spokes of 

qreatest interest, however, are two dynamically anomalous 

ones seen forming or newly-formed within the ring movie. 
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One was first seen on the morning ansa of the rings, while 

the other was initially detected on the evening side of the 

planet. These two spokes will be discussed in the next 

section. 

2.2 Orbital Motion of Spokes 1 and 2 

The first of these anomalous spokes (hereafter 

referred to as Spoke 1) is one of the few spokes observed to 

form in the Voyager data set. This spoke initially appears 

on the morning ansa with a roughly rectangular shape, not as 

a radial, finger-like projection described by smith et ale 

(1982) and Gruen et ale (1983) for other forming spokes. 

Three images of Spoke 1 taken during various stages of its 

lifetime are shown in Fig. 5 and a polar projection of an 

image of the spoke is shown in Fig. 6. 

This spoke was traced from its initial appearance on 

the morning ansa of the rings to the point where it dis-

sipates some five hour later on the evening side of the 

planet; its longitudinal positions (measured at 1.75 RS> are 

plotted against time in Fig. 7. Two orbital rates that in-

corporate J 2 and J 4 have been overlaid on this plot as solid 

lines: the corotational rate, an orbital rate with a period 

equal to Saturn's magnetic rotation period of 10.656 hours 

(Desch and Kaiser, 1981), and the Keplerian rate. 



Figure 5: Anomalous Spoke on the Morning Ansa of the Rings. 
Pointers indicate this spoke in each image. (a) 
Spoke 1 first appears in this image (FOS 43626.14). 
The spoke's relative reflectance here is only 0.98, 
so it is shown in an enlarged inset for ease of 
recognition. (b) The radial foreshortening is min
imized in this image (FOS 43627.18), taken when the 
spoke is approximately one hour old. (c) Spoke 1 
has completed its velocity transition and is begin
ning to undergo Keplerian shear in this image (FOS 
43628.58). 
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Figure 5. Anomalous Spoke on the Morning Ansa of the Rings. 



Figure 6: Polar Projection of Spoke 1. Figure 5b (FDS 
43627.18), where the spoke is approximately one hour 
old, is shown in polar projection. The Spoke 1 is 
the roughly rectangular spoke in the center of the 
image. 
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Figure 6. Polar Projection of Spoke 1. 



Figure 7: Orbital Motion of Spoke 1. The orbital motion of 
this spoke is plotted similarly to that of the 
Keplerian spoke in Fig. 4. Both corotational and 
Keplerian rates have been overlaid on the data 
points. The velocity transition occurs from 1.4 to 
2.0 hours. The larger measurement errors of the 
last three points for the leading edge and the last 
eleven points for the trailing edge are due to the 
perspective of the spoke in the images. 

---.----
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The longitudinal positions of the spoke edges were compared 

to these orbital rates by linear least-squares fits: for 

the leading edge, the fit of the first seven points is 

33.73°±O.03° hr -1 and that of the last eleven points is 

37.14°±O.04°: for the trailing edge, the fit of the first 

seven points is 33.73°±O.lO° hr-land that for the last 

eleven points is 37.13±O.OSO hr-1• These rates agree well 

with the calculated corotational rate of 33.7S0±O.03° hr-l 

and the calculated Keplerian rate of 37.0S0±O.04° hr-~ 

(The errors in the calculated orbital rates arise from the 

uncertainty in the measured radial positions of the spokes.) 

Least-squares fits indicate that the three intermediate 

points for both the leading and trailing edges represent 

orbital velocities intermediate between the corotational and 

Keplerian rates, although these transitional rates are not 

easily seen in Fig. 7 due to the scale of the plot. Exten

sive measurements of edge positions were only made at the 

base of the spoke because several measurements initially 

made at other radii confirmed the measurements at the base. 

At the same time, the edges of the spoke appeared radial to 

saturn while the feature exhibited corotational motion; 

later, the edges showed the expected effects of shear when 

the spoke exhibited Keplerian motion. 

When first seen, both edges of Spoke 1 travelled 

around Saturn at the corotational velocity; 75 minutes later 
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they undergo a 40-minute acceleration to Keplerian speeds. 

The observed corotational phase of this spoke is supported 

by measured differential orbital rates (of 3.5 D±0.lD hr-1 

between this feature and leading and trailing spokes, rates 

which agree with the differential between corotational and 

Keplerian motion (3.3 D±0.l D hr-l ). This dynamical behavior 

differs from that reported by Gruen et ale (1983) for young 

spokes whose leading edges travel at Keplerian speeds, while 

their trailing edges exhibit corotational motion. 

The second of these anomalous spokes (hereafter 

referred to as Spoke 2) appeared shortly after its formation 

on the evening ansa of the rings in four images at the 

beginning of the ring movie. This feature was traced as it 

disappeared behind Saturn and reappeared on the morning side 

of the planet approximately 140 minutes later. Images of 

this spoke, taken on both ansae of the rings, are shown in 

Fig. 8. Because of perspective, only the positions of the 

leading edge were measured; these measurements (made at 1.72 

RS) are plotted in Fig. 9 with calculated corotational and 

Keplerian velocities overlaid on the plots as solid lines. 

The behavior of this spoke was similar to that of 

Spoke 1, except that the velocity transition occured behind 

Saturn. 



Figure 8: Anomalous Spoke on the Evening Ansa of the Rings. 
Pointers indicate the spoke in each image. (a) 
Spoke 2 appears in this image (FDS 43625.38) between 
its formation on the evening ansa of the rings and 
its transversal behind Saturn. (b) Spoke 2, now in 
its Keplerian phase, reappears on the morning side 
of the planet in this image (FDS 43629.14). 

---- ----------------------------------
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Figure 8. Anomalous Spoke on the Evening Ansa of the Rings. 



Figure 9: Orbital Motion of Spoke 2. The orbital motion of 
this spoke is plotted similarly to that of the 
Keplerian spoke in Fig. 4. Both corotational and 
Keplerian rates have been overlaid on the data 
points. The velocity transition occurs behind 
Saturn. 

------------------------ ---- ---------
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The angular separation of Spoke 2 and the preceding spoke, 

which moved at the Keplerian rate, changed from 1.0D±0.5D in 

Fig. 8a to 5.0D±0.SD in Fig. 8b over an interval of 2.88 

hours. The differential velocity over this interval was 

1.4 D±0.3° hr-~ since the differential rate between corota

tional and Keplerian motion was 3.4 0 hr-1 at 1.72 RS' the 

spoke is inferred to have changed velocities less than mid

way between these two images, or approximately midway be

tween its disappearance into Saturn's shadow and its reap

pearance from behind the planet (see Fig. 9). So, addi

tional evidence that some spokes undergo transitions from 

corotational to Keplerian motion a few hours after formation 

is provided by the dynamical behavior of Spoke 2. 

2.3 Temporal Reflectance Variation of Spoke 1 

The reflectance of Spoke 1 was measured relative to 

the adjacent rings as a function of time, making one 

measurement for each image in which the spoke was observed. 

(See Appendix B for a discussion of how these measurements 

were made.) These measurements, made from narrow-angle, 

clear-filter images, are plotted as reflectances relative to 

the B Ring versus time in Fig. 10. 

Several inferences can be drawn from this plot. 



Figure 10: Reflectances of Spoke 1. Reflectances of the 
spoke measured relative to the rings are plotted 
against time (with the time scale shifted to match 
that of Fig. 7). The spoke was only detectable when 
its reflectanc is ~ 0.98. The reflectance minimum 
occurs during the time of the velocity transition 
(as shown in Fig. 7.). The errors arise primarily 
from variations in I/F along profiles through the 
spoke. 

----------------------------------------
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The first is that the spoke is detectable only in images 

where the relative reflectance is s 0.98 (or the contrast is 

~ 0.02), which is consistent with the detection limit 

reported by Gruen et ale (1983) for spokes in general. The 

second is that the spoke monotonically decreases in reflec

tance from an initial value of 0.98 at the onset of its 

corotational phase to its minimum value of = 0.91 during its 

velocity transition, and then monotonically increases in 

reflectance during its Keplerian phase, reaching a final 

detectable value of 0.98. Thus, a correlation between the 

temporal variations in the reflectance and the atypical 

dynamical phases of Spoke 1 is observed. 

The actual length of Spoke l's life can also be 

determined from Fig. 10. Extrapolation from the initial 

0.98-reflectance image back to the time when the relative 

reflectance should have been unity shows that the spoke 

should have formed within eight minutes of its initial 

detection. correspondingly, extrapolation forward from the 

final 0.98-reflectance image to the time when the relative 

reflectance should have again been unity shows that the 

spoke had a total lifetime of 304 minutes. During this 

time, Spoke 1 has traveled around Saturn through 180 0 of 

ring longitude. Keplerian spokes orbiting at the same 

radial distance from Saturn (1.75 RS) would have traveled 

this distance in 291.3 minutes (one-half of a Keplerian 
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orbital period). Spoke l's initial corotation with Saturn 

and its subsequent acceleration to Keplerian velocities is 

the cause of this extended lifetime. 

2.4 Modes of Growth Observed for Spoke 1 

Modes of growth for Spoke 1 were analyzed by measur

ing the widths of the feature and the radial positions of 

its inner and outer edges in successive images. For a dis

cussion of the techniques used in making these measurements, 

see Appendix A. 

The measured positions of the leading and trailing 

edges of spoke 1 show that the longitudinal extent, or 

width, of this feature appears to be constant at 4.4°±0.4°, 

or 8200±700 km, throughout the lifetime of the feature (see 

Fig. 7). These observations suggest that no longitudinal 

growth of Spoke 1 occurs. However, any longitudinal spread

ing that occurs with an average velocity ~ 50 m s-l would 

not be measurable over the 304-minute lifetime of the spoke, 

since the error in the individual measurements of width is 

The changes in the positions of the inner and outer 

edges of spoke 1, measured with respect to Saturn, are 

plotted against time in Fig. 11. The accumulated data 

reveal two distinct modes of radial growth for the feature. 



Figure 11: Radial Growth of Spoke 1. The change in radial 
positions for the outer edge (outward growth) and 
the inner edge (inward growth) of the spoke are 
plotted against time. The hatched arrow indicates 
the baseline image, whose radial extent is 3300 km. 
The solid arrows demarcate the mode of rapid outward 
propagation. The errors for the data points are 
±300 km. 
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The first observed mode is a low-velocity spread in

ward and outward from the initially observed 2900-km extent 

of the spoke. This spreading occurs throughout the 

feature's life, as can be seen in Fig. 11. This spreading 

is the only mode of growth observed for the spoke's inner 

edge and is the sole mode of growth observed for the 

feature's outer edge for the first ten data points (during 

the corotational phase and velocity transition) and the last 

seven data points (during the Keplerian phase). Average 

radial velocities for the two edges were determined by ap

plying linear least-squared fits to the data. The inner 

edge moves inward at an average rate of 10l±20 m s-1, while 

the outer edge moves outward at an average rate of 40±20 m 

s-l. The motion inward is moderately faster than the motion 

in the outward direction. 

The second mode of radial growth dominates the out

ward motion of the outer edge of Spoke 1 for the first 50 

minutes of its Keplerian phase: the short-lived activity 

does not appear until after the velocity transition has 

occurred. This mode is characterized by a rapid outward 

propagation of material at an average rate of 730±70 m s-l, 

which occurs over an interval of 3100±300 seconds. The rate 

was determined by performing a least-squares fit on the four 

data points. Since the low-velocity spreading occurred both 

before and after the rapid propagation, it presumably 
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occurred during this time as well: consequently, the 

low-velocity spreading rate was subtracted from the 

initially-determined propagation rate to obtain the average 

rate discussed above. Comparison of Spoke l's orbital 

velocity profile (Fig. 7) with its radial growth (Fig. 11) 

indicates that a correlation exists between the atypical 

dynamical phases and the modes of radial growth of this 

spoke. 

2.5 Analysis of Modes of Radial Growth 

The two modes of radial growth observed for Spoke 1 

are much more prolonged than those seen for two Kep1erian 

spokes. Gruen et a1. (1983) report that these two spokes, 

which are observed to form in the Voyager dataset, grow to 

radial extents of 6000 and 8000 km within five minutes of 

their formation, and then maintain these sizes for the 

remainder of the time that they could be observed 

(approximately 1.5 hours). The initial radial velocities of 

these spokes (greater than 20 km s-l) are attributed by 

Morfi1l (1984) to the radial propagation of spoke-generating 

plasma clouds driven by Lorentz forces. 

Because of the 12.8-minute temporal resolution of 

the ring movie, the speed with which Spoke 1 achieves its 

initially observed extent of 2900 km is unknown. Since the 

feature should have begun to form approximately eight 

minutes before it was first imaged (as was shown in Section 



2.3) , 

that 
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its initial radial growth could have been similar to 

reported by Gruen et ale (1983) for the two 

newly-forming spokes. 

The low-velocity spread, Spoke lis first observed 

mode of radial growth, can be described as a diffusion. 

Since this spreading occurs both inward and outward 

throughout the spoke's observed life (during both the 

corotational and Keplerian dynamical phases~ see Fig. 11), 

mass motion driven by the stochastic fluctuation of particle 

charges is the probable diffusive mechanism (Morfill et al., 

1980), rather than the radial propagation of a spoke

generating disturbance such as a corotating plasma cloud. 

Lorentz forces acting on the negatively-charged spoke par

ticUlates may account for the faster inward growth, since 

these forces drive such grains away from the corotational 

radius of 1.89 Rs (Morfill, 1984~ Goertz and Morfill, 1983). 

Spoke lis second observed mode of radial growth, the 

rapid outward propagation that occurs early during the 

Keplerian phase, is consistent with the radial motion of 

negatively-charged grains driven by Lorentz forces. As 

such, this mode differs from the initial radial growth of 

spokes described by Gruen et ale (1983). Despite having 

only four data points for this mode, average charge-to-mass 

ratios can be calculated for the spoke particulates at both 

the onset and termination of the propagation, as will be 
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seen in the next section. 

2.6 Constraints on Spoke Evolution: 

Particle Charge-to-Mass Ratios 

Since the rapid radial propagation of Spoke 1 is 

driven by Lorentz forces, charge-to-mass ratios for the 

grains which comprise the spoke can be determined from an 

analysis of dynamics of the radial motion. The equation of 

motion for spoke particles subject to a radial Lorentz force 

is: 

ret) = (2-3) 

where Vd is the differential between Keplerian and corota

tional velocities. Equation (2-3) can be integrated to 

yield the radial velocity: 

[Yg~l f!Ct') dt'. 
ti 

= (2-4) 

where ti and t f are the times of the onset and termination 

of the propagation, respectively. Since the primary 

mechanism for charge loss by the particulates is solar UV 

photoemission (Morfill et al., 1983b), the loss is exponen

tial with a decay constant Td: 

q(t I} = 1 q(ti) exp[ - ~(t'-ti)]' 
d 

(2-5) 

where Td = t f - ti' the duration of the propagation. The 

validity of this assumption is discussed later. 

------------------------------------ --
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The radial velocity is calculated to be: 

(2-6) 

since the data only permit an average radial 

velocity (outward from saturn) for the particles to be 

determined over the duration of the propagation, this ob

served velocity is set equal to equation (2-6): 

(2-7) 

The negative sign occurs in this equation due to vector 

product of the Lorentz force term: radially outward motion 

is defined to be negative Equation (2-7) can be rear-

ranged to give the average charge-to-mass ratio (hereafter 

referred to as CMR) of the particulates at the onset of the 

propagation: 

= (2-8) 

and at the termination of this mode of growth: 

~fl = 
m = (2-9) 

For Spoke 1, <r> = 730±70 m s-l and Vd = 1.69±O.03 km -1 s • 

Saturn's surface magnetic field is O.209±O.005 Gauss (Ness 

et al., 1981), which gives B = (Bo/1.75 3 ) = O.0390±O.0009 

Gauss at 1.75 Rs' The observed duration of the rapid 

propagation is 3100±300 seconds, where the uncertainty 

arises from the low temporal resolution of the images. When 
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this value is used for the charge decay time constant in 

equation (2-8), a CMR of -57±8 C kg-1 is obtained for the 

spoke at the onset of the propagation. It should be noted 

that the error calculated for this charge-to-mass ratio is 

only the formal error of the calculation and does not in

clude possible errors due to the simplifying assumptions 

made in the calculation (i.e., errors due to the assumptions 

of exponential charge decay and of an average velocity for 

the propagation). 

As a check on this determination of the CMR for 

Spoke 1, the CMR can be calculated from the gyro frequency of 

the corotating particulates. The gyro frequency can be 

calculated from the relation (Roederer, 1970): 

(2-10) 

Equation (2-10) can be solved for the charge to mass ratio 

in terms of the duration of the corotational phase of the 

spoke: 

g 
m = 1 

-BTc 
(2-11) 

where Tc - duration of the corotational phase of the spoke = 
4500±500 seconds. The charge-to-mass ratio calculated for 

the particles, calculated from equation (2-11), is -57±6 C 

kg-1 ; this value agrees with that calculated from equation 

(2-8). 
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The minimum CMR required for small grains to couple 

onto Saturn's magnetic field at 1.75 RS is -60±3 C kg-l (see 

section 4.2), which lies within the error of the experimen

tal value determined from equation (2-8) and within the er

ror of the value determined from equation (2-11). This 

agreement between the observationally determined CMR for 

Spoke 1 during its corotational phase and the theoretically 

calculated lower limit on CMRs for corotating spokes jus

tifies the assumption that the charge decay time constant is 

equal to the duration of the radial propagation. 

If a theoretical value for the CMR is assumed, a 

corresponding charge decay time can be calculated from the 

relation: 

= seconds. (2-12) 

By using the theoretical value of -60±3 C kg-1 for the CMR 

in this equation, a calculated value of 2900±200 seconds is 

obtained for the charge decay time constant: this value lies 

within the uncertainty of the observed decay time. with 

this derived time constant, the CMRs can be calculated for 

the spoke particles at the termination of the rapid propaga

tion and at the final dissipation of the spoke. The result

ing values are given in Table I. 
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TABLE I 

CHARGE-TO-MASS RATIOS FOR SPOKE 1 

Time of Charge-to-
Calculation Mass Ratio 

(C kg-I) 

Onset of 
Rapid Growth -60±3 
(t = 0 s) 

End of 
Rapid Growth -22±2 
(t = 2900 s) 

Dissipation 
of Spoke 1 -1.5±0.4 
(t = 10,700 s) 

Number of 
Excess Electrons 

per Particle 

1600±600 

600±400 

40±25 

Particle 
Surface Potential 

(Volts) 

-23±7 

-8±5 

-0.6±0.4 

Note: These calculations assume a mean particle 
radius of 0.10±O.03 ~m. 
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The CMR of -22±2 C kg-l calculated for Spoke 1 at 

the termination of the radial propagation is in agreement 

with the value of -2l±l6 C kg-l determined for Keplerian 

spokes by Thomsen et ale (1982) from an analysis of the 

slight deviations of the orbital velocities of these spokes 

from true Keplerian motion. This calculated value can be 

taken as an upper limit on the CMRs for Keplerian spokes 

found within this radial distance of saturn. Such spokes 

should exhibit some form of atypical dynamical behavior (in 

orbital motion or radial growth) similar to that of Spoke 1 

if their particle charges were to exceed this limiting 

value. 

The CMRs can be converted to average numbers of ex

cess electrons per particulate if particle densities and 

sizes are assumed. A density of 1 g cm-3 (since the rings 

and spokes are made of water ice) and a mean radius of 

0.10±0.03 ~m (see the next section) were used to calculate 

the values given Table I. The numbers of excess electrons 

per particulate at both the onset and termination of the 

rapid propagation of Spoke 1 lie within the bounds of 200 

and 5000 electrons per particle predicted by Goertz and Ip 

(1984) and Goertz and Morfill (1983), respectively. These 

numbers also lie below the upper limit of 2000 electrons per 

spoke particle determined by Gruen et ale (1987) from a 

statistical analysis of spoke dynamics. 
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The average surface potential of the spoke grains is 

given by the relation: 

Vp = g [~] m 3Eo 
volts, (2-13) 

where p is the particulate density and a is the mean par

ticle radius (Thomsen, et al., 1982). The potentials are 

given in Table I for the assumed values of p and a. These 

calculated surface potentials are all less than the upper 

limit of approximately -100 volts given by Gruen et al. 

(1984b) for the potential at which electrostatic disruption 

occurs for grains with O.lO-pm radii. Additionally, the 

potentials calculated at the onset and termination of the 

rapid propagation are comparable to the value of -14 volts 

predicted by Morfill et al. (1983b) for particulates charged 

by high-density plasma clouds and to the value of -10 volts 

determined by Thomsen et ale (1982) for Keplerian spokes. 

2.7 Constraints on Spoke Evolution: 

Mean Particle Sizes 

The period of rapid radial propagation of Spoke 1 is 

a dynamical timescale for the evolution of this spoke that 

can be used to constrain the size of the spoke grains. This 

constraint is imposed by the charge decay mechanism of 

photoemission due to solar ultraviolet radiation, with the 

propagation period being the exponential charge decay time 

for the particles. The following treatment of the UV 
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photoemission decay mechanism, which was initially developed 

for studies of interplanetary and interstellar grains, has 

been applied to the case of spokes in the BRing. 

The exponential charge decay time for interplanetary 

grains due to solar UV photons is (Wyatt, 1969): 

Td = [(area of grain)x 

(effective solar UV flux)]-l seconds. (2-14) 

The area of a given grain is wS 2 , where S is the grain 

radius. The effective solar UV flux is YKr, where Y is the 

photoelectric yield due to ultraviolet radiation, K is the 

solar UV flux, and r is the optical depth of the grains. 

Therefore, the charge decay time for the grains is: 

Td = [(wS 2 ) (YKr)] -1 seconds. (2-15) 

Equation (2-15) can be solved for an average grain radius, 

given a specific charge decay time. This radius is: 

<S> = [ (wT d) (YKr) ] -1/2 cm. (2-16) 

The quantity in this relation which has the most un

certainty associated with it is the photoelectric yield due 

to ultraviolet radiation (Whipple, 1981). For micron-size 

dust particles 

Mendis (1979) 

Feuerbacher and 

found in the outer solar system, Hill and 

adopt the yield of 0.1 determined by 

Fitton (1972) for dielectric materials. 

Gruen et ale (1984b) adopt this yield for submicron- to 

micron-size ring particles in general, and Goertz and 
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Morfill (1983) adopt this same yield for spoke particles in 

particular. However, due to the small size of the particu

lates involved, an uncertainty exists in these applications 

of Feuerbacher and Fitton's yield. watson (1972; 1973) 

shows that the photoelectric yield for submicron-size grains 

is enhanced by a factor of two over that for planar surfaces 

of the same material. Yet, for dielectric grains (found in 

the interstellar medium) with radii in the range of 

0.025-0.100 ~m, watson (1972) adopts a value of 0.1 for this 

enhanced photoelectron yield. Also, De Jong (1977) and 

Draine (1978) both determine 0.1 to be the best value of the 

photoelectron yield for these grains. Due tp the uncer

tainties involved in the determination of the photoelectric 

yield for small grains, a value of 0.10±0.05 has been as

sumed for the case of spoke particulates. 

The solar UV photon flux at saturn (at a distance 

from the sun of 10 AU) is 2.5xl0 8 cm-2 s-l (Wyatt, 1969). 

The optical depth of Spoke 1 (i.e., of its grains), averaged 

over the period of rapid radial propagation, is 0.044±0.008 

(one-half of the average contrast shown for this time in 

Fig. 10). The charge decay time was observed to be 3100±300 

seconds (as discussed in Section 2.4) and theoretically in

ferred to be 2900±200 seconds (as shown in Section 2.6). 

Mean particle radii calculated for these charge decay times 

and charge decay times calculated for various particle radii 
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are given in Table II. These calculations yield a mean 

grain radius for Spoke 1 of 0.10±O.03 ~m for either value of 

the charge decay time. It should be noted that Goertz and 

Morfill (1983) predicted a mean particle radius of 0.12 ~m 

as a result of their plasma cloud model of spoke evolution. 

The atypical dynamics of Spoke 1 have allowed the 

charge decay time for its constituent grains to be 

calculated. This decay time in turn has constrained the 

mean radii of these particles. The mean size determined for 

this spoke should be applicable to the general spoke popula

tion provided that the same physical processes govern their 

formation and evolution. However, the very high 

charge-to-mass ratio determined for Spoke 1 may indicate 

that the mean radius for this spoke is smaller than that to 

be found for the general spoke population (see sections 3.3 

and 4.5). In this event, the radius of 0.10±O.03 ~m is ac

tually a lower limit on the range of spoke particle sizes. 

----------------------------



TABLE II 

CALCULATED PARTICLE RADII, CHARGE DECAY TIMES 

Given Charge Decay Time 
(seconds) 

3100±300 (observed) 

2900±200 (inferred) 

Calculated Particle Radius 
(microns) 

0.10±0.03 

0.10±0.03 

Resulting mean particle radius: 

S = 0.10±0.03 ~m 
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Given Particle Radius Calculated Charge Decay Time 
(microns) (seconds) 

0.08 4520 

0.09 3570 

0.10 2890 

0.11 2390 

0.12 2010 

----------------------- --------.---
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2.8 summary 

The results and implications of a study of the be

havior of a dynamically-atypical spoke observed in the 

Voyager dataset have been presented. This spoke is atypical 

in that it corotates with saturn for the first 7S minutes of 

its life and then accelerates to Keplerian velocities. Cor

relations between the dynamical phases of this spoke and 

both its temporal reflectance variation and its patterns of 

radial growth have been discovered. 

An extensive analysis of the radial growth of this 

spoke has allowed constraints to be placed on both the 

charge-to-mass ratios for the spoke particulates and the 

mean particle radius. These constraints are effective 

limits on the properties of the spoke population in general. 



CHAPTER 3 

PHOTOMETRIC STUDIES OF B RING SPOKES 

In this chapter, I will discuss the results of a 

series of photometric studies of spokes in Saturn's BRing, 

studies carried out using Voyager Saturn ring images. The 

goals of these studies are to determine spoke particle sizes 

and size distributions and to place additional observational 

constraints on theories of spoke evolution. 

Spoke grain sizes and size distributions have been 

determined by analyzing the light scattering properties of 

spokes under varying observing conditions. The mean par

ticle size has been constrained by measuring the angular 

width of the forward scattering lobe of the phase function 

for the spoke particulates. The size distribution has been 

constrained by determining the spectral index for the dis

tribution from an analysis of a multispectral sequence of 

spoke images. Constraints have been placed on the processes 

of spoke evolution by examining the size distribution within 

the particle population, by examining the asymmetry in spoke 

contrast between the two ansae of the B Ring, and by compar

ing the level of spoke activity on the two faces of the 

rings. 

45 
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3.1 scattering Phase Function 

Reflectances for spokes (relative to the BRing) 

over phase angles of 7°-68° and 120°-155° have been ex

tracted from ring images taken by both Voyagers 1 and 2 (see 

data for spokes observed on the morning ansa of the rings 

plotted in Fig. 12). The data analyzed consist of 70 wide 

angle and narrow angle camera clear filter images; the 

reflectances shown in Fig. 12 have been normalized to the 

effective wavelength of the wide angle camera's clear filter 

(A = 0.470 ~m; Smith et al., 1977). See Appendix B for a 

discussion of the techniques used to measure the 

reflectances. The individual data points in Fig. 12 repre-

sent 

angle. 

over 

tween 

mean reflectances for spokes observed at each phase 

The reflectances were averaged for spokes observed 

several hours at each phase angle. The time lapse be

each data point ranged from tens of hours to the time 

between the two spacecraft encounters. The limitations on 

the phase angle coverage of the data were imposed by the en

counter geometries. Spoke reflectances, rather than ab

solute intensities, were measured in this analysis due to 

the varying observing geometries over which the images were 

taken by the the two spacecraft. 

Since spokes are optically thin [Gruen et ale (1983) 

report typical optical depths for spokes of = 0.1], the 

spoke grains can be treated as single scatterers. 



Figure 12: Spoke Reflectance versus Phase Angle. Mean 
values for spoke reflectances, measured relative to 
the B Ring, are plotted as a function of phase 
angl~. Data for the morning ansa of the rings, the 
even1ng ansa of the rings, and the unlit face of the 
rings are shown. The reflectances have been normal
ized to the effective wavelength of the clear filter 
for the Voyager wide angle camera (A = 0.470 ~m). 
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Therefore, the reflectances plotted in Fig. 12 are described 

by the relation: 

R(a) {(I/F)s(a) + (I/F)R~) = (I/F)R(a) , (3-1) 

where a - phase angle and the subscripts Sand R denote 

spokes and rings, respectively. In order to obtain the 

phase function for the spokes, the phase function of the B 

Ring must be deconvolved from this data. The phase function 

for bright ringlets in the central region of the B Ring (the 

region where spokes occur) was extracted from the images 

used in this study (see Appendix C) and is plotted in Fig. 

13. The phase function for the spoke particles, corrected 

for the effects of the B Ring, is given by the relation: 

Pea) = (I/F) R(a) x{ (I/F) s fi~F; R ~;fF) R~ - (I/F) R (a). (3-2) 

The phase function calculated from equation (3-2), is 

plotted in Fig. 14. 

Several points about this phase function should be 

noted. First, the cause of the sharp minimum centered at 

15° is unknown. One explanation of the sharp rise in 

reflectance between 15° and 7° is the opposition effect; the 

submicron size of the grains (as was shown in section 2.7) 

makes this explanation unlikely since the particulates are 

too small to cast Significant shadows. A second explanation 

of the minimum could be the periodicity in spoke activity 

reported by Porco and Danielson (1982). 



Figure 13: Phase Function for B Ring Bright Ringlets. This 
phase function for the bright ringlets observed in 
the central region of the B Ring (the region where 
spokes occur) was extracted from the same images 
from which the spoke reflectances plotted in Fig. 12 
were measured. The function has been normalized to 
a value of 0.80 at a phase angle of 7°. 
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Figure 14: Phase Function for Spoke Particles. This phase 
function is the result of deconvolving the phase 
function for bright ringlets (shown in Fig. 13) from 
the spoke reflectances plotted for the morning ansa 
of the rings in Fig. 12. 

-------------------------------------- --" --
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Since the data points have been averaged for spokes observed 

over several hours, this explanation is also unlikely. The 

second point of note is that, when the rise in the phase 

function from 15° to 7° is extrapolated to opposition, the 

predicted reflectance is ~ 0.95. This high reflectance may 

explain why spokes have not been detected by groundbased ob

servations -- their contrast is too low near opposition 

and may pose problems for detecting spokes from Earth orbit. 

The final points are that the spoke reflectance inversion 

occurs at 37° and that a data gap occurs between 68° and 

The scattering 

submicron-size particles 

of 

will 

light by a population of 

be dominated by the light 

scattered from grains whose size is proportional to the 

wavelength of light in question (Kerker, 1969; Van de Hulst, 

1957). Thus, the mean radius of the dominant scatterers in 

the population of spoke particulates can be determined from 

the scattering phase function of the spokes, if the grains 

are assumed to be single-scatterers. The angular width of 

the forward scattering lobe of the phase function constrains 

this radius through the relation: 

(180°) = X = (27fa) , 
8 A 

(3-3) 

where 8 is the width of the forward scattering lobe, X is 

the dimensionless scattering parameter, a is the mean par

ticUlate radius, and A is the wavelength of scattered light 

-------------
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(which is 0.470 pm in this analysis). Figures 12 and 14 

show that the forward scattering lobe begins at a phase 

angle of approximately 120 0
, or a scattering angle of ap

proximately 60 0
: the correction of the reflectance plot for 

the effects of the B Ring did not change this width. This 

angular width yields an X of 3 and a mean radius for the 

dominant scatterers of 0.22±0.02 pm. The uncertainty in 

width of the forward scattering lobe as seen in Fig. 14 (due 

to the limited number of data points around the phase angle 

of 120 0
) gives rise to the uncertainty in the radius 

determination. 

The mean radius of the dominant scatterers in the 

spoke particulate population, determined from a sing1e

scattering analysis of the 0.470-pm phase function, is 

twice as large as the radius of 0.10±0.03 pm determined for 

spoke particles from the dynamical studies of Spoke 1 in 

·Section 2.7. The dynamics of Spoke 1 were studied in clear 

filter images, so a question arises: If the scattering by 

spokes in clear filter images is dominated by 0.22 ~m-radii 

particles, why is the dominant radius of particulates which 

comprise Spoke 1 only 0.10 pm? For the clear filter images, 

the scattering parameter X has a value of 3 for 0.22 

~m-radii particles and a value of 1.5 for 0.10 ~m-radii par

ticulates; the scattering efficiency for grains with X = 1.5 

is only half that for those with X = 3 (Van de Hulst, 1957). 

----------------- -----



As a 

half 

result, the optical depth of Spoke 1 should only 

the mean optical depth of all spokes observed at 
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be 

the 

same phase angle. Spoke 1, which was observed at a phase 

angle of 7°, has a maximum optical depth of 0.044 (as was 

shown in Chapter 2). Figure 12 shows that the mean contrast 

of spokes at 7° is approximately 0.2, which corresponds to a 

mean optical depth of approximately 0.1. Accordingly, the 

measured optical depth of Spoke 1 in the clear filter images 

is consistent with scattering by 0.10 ~m-radii particulates. 

This result provides a direct link between the particle size 

determined from the dynamical analysis of Spoke 1 and the 

size of the dominant scatterers determined from the 

single-scattering analysis of the 0.470-~m phase function. 

Additionally, the mean radius of the dominant scat

terers is only one third the size of the radius determined 

for spoke grains by Doyle (1986) from his multiple

scattering, radiative transfer analysis of both spokes and 

the B Ring. These different radii determinations can only 

be reconciled if the particulate population is characterized 

by a size distribution. Constraints on such a distribution 

will be examined in the next section. 
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3.2 Multispectral Analysis 

Approximately two weeks before its encounter with 

saturn, the Voyager 2 Spacecraft took a sequence of thirty 

narrow angle images of the rings through five filters 

(covering the spectral range of the Vidicon camera; see 

Table III). This sequence, taken at a phase angle of 7° and 

a spatial resolution of some 240 kilometers per line pair, 

recorded individual spokes on a given ansa of the rings in 

images taken through three different filters at 3.2 minute 

time intervals (see Table IV). Multispectral data on in-

dividual spokes can be extracted from these images, 

which were used to constrain the size distribution of 

data 

the 

spoke particles. Due to a strong ice absorption feature in 

the bandpass of the UV filter (L.R. Doyle, private com

munication), the data from the UV images were excluded from 

this analysis. 

In order to make use of the multispectral data, a 

particular type of size distribution must be assumed. The 

distribution most common to planetary ring systems is that 

of a power law (Weidenschilling et al., 1984), and is given 

by the relation: 

N(r) = C r-P (3-4) 

where P is the spectral index of the distribution, r is the 

radius of the particles, and C is a normalization constant 

for the distribution. 
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TABLE III 

NARROW ANGLE CAMERA SPECTRAL FILTERS 

Filter Bandpass Effective Wavelength 

Ultraviolet Wideband 0.3460 pm 

Violet Wideband 0.4160 pm 

Clear Broadband 0.4970 pm 

Green Cut-on at 0.5300 I'm 0.5660 pm 

Orange Cut-on at 0.5700 I'm 0.5910 pm 

Reference: Smith et ale (1977) 
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TABLE IV 

MULTISPECTRAL FILTER SEQUENCE 

Morning Ansa of the Rings Evening Ansa of the Rings 

1) Clear 4) Clear 
2) Violet 5) Violet 
3) Ultraviolet 6) Ultraviolet 

7) Clear 10) Clear 
8) Violet 11) Violet 
9) Green 12) Orange 

13) Clear 16) Clear 
14) Violet 17) Violet 
15) Green 18) Orange 

19) Clear 22) Clear 
20) Violet 23) Violet 
21) Ultraviolet 24) Ultraviolet 

25) Clear 28) Clear 
26) Violet 29) Violet 
27) Green 30) Orange 
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Showalter et ale (1987) derived a relation between 

the optical depth (~) of a population of single-scattering 

grains and the wavelength (~) of light scattered by that 

population. This relation is: 

~ ex: ~ 3-P. (3-5) 

Thus, the spectral index of a particulate population can be 

determined from the wavelength dependence of that 

population's optical depth (or contrast, where contrast = 2 

x optical depth). In this analysis, the contrast measured 

for the spokes is given by the relation: 

Contrast(~) • {(I/F) S (~)+(I/F) R (~)} - (I/F) R (~), (3-6) 

where the subscripts Sand R denote spokes and rings, 

respectively. 

In this analysis, the spectral index for the spoke 

particles was determined by plotting the log of the mean 

contrast of spokes at a given wavelength versus the log of 

that wavelength. The slope of the resulting line has the 

value of 3-P. In order to extend the spectral coverage of 

this analysis to four filters (violet, clear, green, and 

orange), the contrast of the spokes observed in the multi

spectral sequence was normalized to a value of 0.10 for the 

violet images. The results of this analysis are plotted in 

Fig. 15. The contrast of the spokes was found to vary with 

the 0.9±0.2 power of the wavelength of the scattered light, 

which corresponds to a spectral index of P = 2.l±0.2. 



Figure 15: Spoke contrast versus Wavelength. The log of 
the mean spoke contrast observed in each spectral 
filter (normalized to the contrast of the violet 
filter) is plotted against the log of the wavelength 
for each filter. The slope of the least-squares fit 
to the data indicates the wavelength dependence of 
the spoke contrast. 
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The spectral index can also be determined from color 

ratios of images of a given grain population by the relation 

(Showalter et al., 1987): 

(3-7) 

where the optical depth (or contrast) of a population is ob

served at two different wavelengths. As a check on the 

analysis, color ratios of the spokes were taken for the four 

filters. The ratios of the normalized mean contrast for 

each filter yielded a mean index of P = 2.1±O.1. As a fur

ther check, ratios were taken for the individual spokes ob

served in the multispectral sequence (once again, excluding 

the UV images). This time, a mean index of P = 2.1±O.3 was 

obtained for spokes observed on either ansa of the 

Accordingly, the spectral indices determined for the 

rings. 

spoke 

particulates by these three methods are in agreement, with P 

= 2.1±O.2. 

3.3 Constraints on Spoke Evolution: 

Size Distribution of Spoke Particle Populations 

For a power-law size distribution of the form: 

N(r) = C r-P (3-8) 

the spectral index (P) for the spoke particle population is 

2.1±O.2. For grain populations with spectral indices less 

than 3 (the index for which equal masses occur for equal in

crements in radius), most of the mass of the population 
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resides in particles whose radii are near the upper end of 

the size range (Weidenschilling et al., 1984). 

The limits on the range of particulate radii arise 

from the processes involved in spoke formation. The lower 

limit on the size distribution is set by electrostatic 

disruption. As was discusssed in section 2.6, spoke par

ticles may experience charge-to-mass ratios as great as -60 

C kg-1, which correspond to surface potentials for the par

ticulates of -23 volts. In section 2.7 UV photoemission al

lowed a dynamical constraint of 0.10±0.03 ~m to be placed on 

the mean radius of particles which experienced such 

charge-to-mass ratios. These icy grains would be electros

tatically disrupted if their surface potentials were ap

proximately three times larger (Gruen et al., 1984b). If 

these disrupted particles have radii of 0.07 ~m or smaller, 

their dimensionless scattering parameter, X, becomes less 

than one for a wavelength of 0.470 ~m. Such particles would 

behave as Rayleigh scatterers. Since Rayleigh scattering is 

not observed in either the 0.470-~m phase function (Fig. 

14) or in the multispectral data (Fig~ 15), the observed 

radius of 0.10±0.03 ~m for the particulates of Spoke 1 is 

the effective lower limit on the detectable size range for 

the spoke particle population in general. It should be 

noted that this lower limit coincides with the peak radius 

of 0.12 ~m predicted for spoke grains by Goertz and Morfill 
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(1983) as a result of their plasma cloud model for spoke 

formation and evolution. 

The upper limit on the size distribution is set by 

the mechanisms of electrostatic levitation and electrostatic 

disruption. The electrostatic repulsion between spoke par

ticles and larger ring bodies must exceed their mutual 

gravitational attraction; this criterion places an upper 

limit on the size of grains that can be levitated above the 

ring plane. Goertz (1984) has shown that the population of 

spoke particulates produced by electrostatic levitation 

should have a peak radius of 0.6 ~m for the plasma condi

tions in the vicinity of the B Ring. From a multiple

scattering, radiative transfer analysis of spokes and the B 

Ring, Doyle has determined that the maximum radius of the 

spoke particles is 0.60±0.05 pm (Doyle, 1986; and L.R. 

Doyle, private communication). The grains in Keplerian 

spokes can have charge-to-mass ratios of up to -22 C kg-l , 

as shown in section 2.6; this corresponds to surface poten

tials of 300 volts for 0.6-pm radii particles. If these icy 

grains were charged to twice this surface potential, they 

would be electrostatically disrupted. Consequently, the ob

served maximum radius Bor the spoke particulates of 0.60 pm 

is the effective upper limit on the particle size range. 

In summary, the population of spoke particulates has 

a size distribution with a spectral index of 2.1±0.2 that 



extends 

0.60±0.05 

(0.22±0.02 
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over a range of radii from 0.10±0.03 ~m to 

~. The mean radius of the dominant scatterers 

~ for a single-scattering analysis of the phase 

function at a wavelength of 0.470 ~m) is consistent with 

this size distribution. Most of the mass in the population 

resides in the 0.6 ~m-radii particles found at the upper 

limit of the size range. Some implications of this size 

distribution are discussed in section 4.5. 

3.4 Constraints on Spoke Evolution: 

Ansa contrast Asymmetry 

smith et a1. (1981) first reported that spokes which 

appear on the morning ansa of the rings have a higher 

average contrast than those observed on the evening side of 

the planet. The phase angle and wavelength dependences of 

this contrast asymmetry have been examined in order to place 

further observational constraints on spoke evolution. In 

this section, contrast and reflectance are assumed to be 

complementary quantities (their sums equal unity); these 

terms are used interchangeably in the discussion that 

follows. 

The phase angle dependence of the asymmetry was in

vestigated first. Images of both ansa of the rings were 

taken at two phase angles: at 7 0 by Voyager 2 and at 120 0 

by Voyager 1. The mean ref1ectances for spokes observed on 

both ansae at these two phase angles are plotted in Fig. 12. 
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At both low and high phase, the contrast of spokes on the 

morning ansa is greater than that of spokes on the evening 

side. The contrast ratios for the two phase angles are 

shown in Table V. To within the errors, the ratios are the 

same at both phases. Thus, the ansa contrast asymmetry is 

independent of phase angle. 

Next, the dependence of the asymmetry on the 

wavelength of scattered light was examined. Ratios of the 

contrast observed in each of the three spectral filters were 

taken for five pairs of spokes observed in the multispectral 

sequence (see Table IV). These ratios are plotted against 

the wavelength of the filters in Fig. 16, with the three 

ratios for each pair of spokes connected by lines (the 

ratios for the green and orange filters were corrected for 

the different wavelengths of the two filters). The ansa 

contrast ratios for each pair of spokes vary from 1.2 to 

2.7, but there is no systematic trend in the ratios as a 

function of wavelength. Consequently, the ansa contrast 

asymmetry is independent of wavelength. 

Finally, the spectral index for the spoke particles, 

as calculated from color ratios for the individual spokes 

observed in the multispectral sequence, is 2.l±O.3 for 

spokes observed on either ansa. So, the asymmetry does not 

arise from a difference in the grain size distributions be

tween the two ansae of the rings. 
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TABLE V 

ANSA CONTRAST ASYMMETRY 

Phase Angle Ansa Mean Contrast Contrast Ratio 

Morning 18.9 ± 2.9 
7 0 1.6 ± 0.3 

Evening 11.5 ± 2.4 

Morning 5.35 ± 2.11 
120 0 1.8 ± 0.5 

Evening 3.02 ± 1.07 



Figure 16: Ansa contrast Ratios versus Spectral Filter. 
The ratios of spoke contrast between the two ansae 
of the rings are plotted for five pairs of spokes 
observed in the multispectral sequence (see Table 
IV). The ratios for the three spectral filters for 
each observed pair of spokes are connected by lines. 
The ratios between spokes observed in the green and 
orange filters have been corrected for the 
wavelength dependence of the spoke contrast. 
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These observations show that spokes on the evening ansa of 

the rings are generally of lower contrast than those ob

served on the morning side of the planet. Since spokes lose 

contrast as they age (as shown in Chapter 2; see also Gruen 

et al., 1983; 1984a), the spokes seen on the evening ansa 

are presumably older than those observed on the morning 

side. This result implies that spoke formation preferen

tially occurs in the shadow of the planet. Gruen et ale 

(1984a) also argue for a region of preferential spoke forma

tion on the nights ide hemisphere of the rings based on the 

inferred points of origin of a sample of spokes observed in 

the Voyager Saturn ring images. A possible explanation for 

the existence of such a preferred region of spoke formation 

is discussed in section 4.3. 

3.5 Constraints on Spoke Evolution: 

Spokes on the Unlit Face of the Rings 

Voyager 2 observed spokes on the south or unil

luminated (by the sun) face of the rings over phase angles 

of 80°-110° (Smith et al., 1982). On this face of the 

rings, the spokes are illuminated primarily by Saturnshine 

(sunlight reflected by Saturn's atmosphere). Since Saturn 

is an extended light source, the phase angle for a par

ticular spoke is a function of the orbital phase of the 

spoke and the phase function of the planet's atmosphere. 

Consequently, the phase angles at which individual spokes 

._--_._--------------
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are observed cannot determined very easily (and have not 

been determined in this study). 

Due to the low light levels on this face of the 

rings, accurate reflectance measurements could only be made 

for six spokes observed in four wide angle, clear filter 

images. These spokes, which were observed over a phase 

angle range of approximately 80°-100°, had values of IjF 

that were only 20% of typical values for spokes observed on 

the north face of the rings. Nonetheless, the spokes were 

found to have a mean reflectance of 1.09±0.01. The small 

deviation of the individual reflectances about the mean oc

curred despite the variation in phase angle over which the 

spokes were observed. Consequently, the mean reflectance 

for these spokes is arbitrarily plotted at a phase angle of 

90° in Fig. 12. 

Because of the low light levels found on the south 

face of the rings, the six observed spokes probably repre

sent the highest contrast spokes which occur on this face. 

As would be expected in such a case, the mean reflectance 

for these spokes (1.09±0.01) is comparable to that of the 

highest contrast spokes observed on the north face of the 

rings at a similar phase (1.08±0.01 at 120°). If the mean 

spoke reflectance is taken to be a measure of the level of 

spoke activity in the rings (as do Porco and Danielson, 1982 

and Gruen et al., 1984a), we see that the level of spoke 
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activity on the two faces of the rinqs is comparable at 

similar phase anqles. Consequently, solar photoionization 

cannot be a siqnificant source of the plamsa clouds required 

for spoke formation (see Section 4.7). However, solar UV 

photoemission does play a prominent role in mechanisms of 

spoke dissipation, as was shown in Chapter 2. 

3.6 Summary 

The photometric analyses of spokes in Saturn's B 

Ring have yielded several basic properties of the spoke par

ticulates and have provided observational constraints for 

models of spoke formation and evolution. 

First, by using wide and narrow angle clear filter 

images of Saturn's rings taken by both Voyager spacecraft, 

the scattering phase function for spoke particles has been 

determined over phase angles of 7°-68° and 120°-155°. From 

the angular width of the forward scattering lobe of this 

phase function, the mean radius of the qrains which dominate 

the scattering at a wavelength of 0.470 ~m has been con

strained by a sinqle-scattering analysis to a value of 

0.22±0.02 ~m. 

The maximum contrast of Spoke 1 (which was observed 

at a phase angle of 7°) is shown to be half the mean con

trast of the spokes observed at the same phase angle for the 

0.470 ~m phase function. Since the scattering efficiency of 
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0.10 ~m-radii particulates is only half that for 0.22 

~m-radii particles at this wavelength, this result links the 

spoke grain sizes determined by the dynamical and 

photometric analyses of the Voyager data. 

Second, an analysis of a multispectral image se

quence taken by Voyager 2 has constrained the spectral index 

of the spoke particle size distribution to a value of 

2.1±0.2. Radius limits on the size distribution are imposed 

by electrostatic disruption (at the lower limit of 0.10±0.03 

~m) and by both electrostatic levitation and electrostatic 

disruption (at the upper limit of 0.60±0.05 ~m). These 

results indicate that most of the mass of a given spoke 

resides in grains found near the upper limit of the particle 

size range. 

Third, the asymmetry in spoke contrast between the 

two ansae of the rings has been found to be independent of 

both phase angle and the wavelength of scattered light. In 

addition, the asymmetry does not arise from a change in par

ticle size distributions between the two ansae. These 

results imply that a preferential region of spoke formation 

occurs either on the morning ansa of the rings or in the 

shadow of the planet. 
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Finally, the level of spoke activity on the two 

faces of the rings has been found to be comparable. This 

indicates spoke formation occurs independently of solar 

photoionization. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODELLING OF SPOKES IN SATURN'S BRING: 

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH 

The discovery of spokes in Saturn's B Ring present 

an opportunity to study a completely new phenomenon in the 

solar system. In this chapter, I will discuss the sig

nificance of and consequences of the dynamical and physical 

properties of spokes determined in Chapters 2 and 3. First, 

a systematic view of the behavior of Spoke 1 will be 

presented. Then, several of the properties of Spoke 1 and 

of spokes in gene=al will be examined; these properties will 

be evaluated in terms of the theoretical framework that has 

been developed by many investigators to explain spoke 

activity. Finally, the observed dynamical and physical 

properties of spokes will be combined with the appropriate 

portions of the theoretical framework in order to develop a 

phenomenological model of spoke formation and evolution. 

4.1 Synthesized Behavior of Spoke 1 

To put the observations of Spoke 1 into perspective, 

the dynamical behavior of this spoke is compared to that 

reported by Gruen et ale (1983; 1984a) for spokes that orbit 

Saturn at Keplerian velocities throughout their lifetimes 

(which are once again referred to as Keplerian spokes). The 

71 
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dynamical phases of both types of spokes are plotted as a 

function of time in Fig. 17. 

Gruen et a1. (1983; 1984a) observed Kep1erian spokes 

in a sequence of Voyager 2 images that covered approximately 

90° of ring longitude on the morning ansa of the rings and 

approximately 80° of ring longitude on the evening ansa of 

the rings. Since observations of individual spokes were 

limited to no more than six successive images (over some 2.5 

hours), they estimated spoke ages from the integrated shear 

exhibited by the features, assuming that the shear arose 

from differential Keplerian orbital motion beginning im

mediately upon the formation of the spokes. Because of 

these limitations, the time line presented in Fig. 17 for 

Keplerian spokes represents a systhesis of the observations 

made by Gruen et ale (1983; 1984a) of many spokes with vary

ing ages. In contrast, Spoke 1 was observed in 21 images 

over its entire five hour lifetime, as was discussed in 

Chapter 2. 

Gruen et ale (1983; 1984a) report a formation inter

val of less than five minutes for Keplerian spokes. The 

features then enter an "active" dynamical phase during which 

the leading edges of the spokes exhibit Keplerian 

velocities, while their trailing edges remain radial to 

Saturn. 



Figure 17: Comparison of Spoke 1 with Kep1erian Spokes. 
The dynamical phases of both Keplerian spokes and 
Spoke 1 are plotted as functions of time. The 
details of this comparison are discussed in section 
4.1. 

--------
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The longest-lived spokes observed in this phase by Gruen et 

ale (1983) are older than 70 minutes; this age is denoted as 

the active age limit in Fig. 17. A maximum age of 83 

minutes has been assumed for spokes during this active phase 

for the purpose of comparison with Spoke 1. When this phase 

terminates the trailing edges of the spokes accelerate to 

Keplerian velocities as well; the spokes remain in this 

"inactive" dynamical phase for the remainder of their 

lifetimes. The oldest Keplerian spoke reported by Gruen et 

ale (1983) had a measured age of 230 minutes; this age is 

also denoted in Fig. 17. The plot for Keplerian spokes has 

been extended beyond this point to the time when these 

spokes would have completed one-half of an orbit around 

saturn; for features located at a distance of 1.75 Rs from 

Saturn one-half of an orbital period is 291.3 minutes. 

As was discussed in Chapter 2, Spoke 1 has an in

ferred formation interval of less than eight minutes. It 

then experiences a 75-minute long dynamical phase during 

which both edges of the feature orbit Saturn at the corota

tional rate; this phase corresponds to the active phase of 

Keplerian spokes, even though the duration of the two phases 

may differ slightly. Next, the spoke undergoes a 40-minute 

acceleration to 

throughout the 

lifetime; the 

Keplerian velocities, which are sustained 

remaining three hours of the feature's 

period of rapid radial growth occurs at the 
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onset of the Keplerian motion. The acceleration and sus

tained velocity phases correspond to the inactive phase of 

Keplerian spokes. Spoke 1 has finally dissipated 304 

minutes after its initial appearance on the rings, having 

traveled 180 0 about Saturn during this time (compared to the 

period of 291.3 minutes required for Keplerian spokes to 

travel this same distance). 

We can conclude that although the dynamical behavior 

of Spoke 1 deviates significantly from that of Keplerian 

spokes, these deviations are caused by small perturbations 

on the Keplerian motion. The origin and consequences of 

several of these perturbations will be discussed in the fol

lowing five sections of this chapter. 

4.2 Observed Corotational Motion of 

Particular spokes 

The corotational motion observed for Spoke 1 

presents a basic problem, namely, identifying the mechanism 

which causes this dynamical behavior. One would expect this 

motion to be caused by Lorentz forces acting on the 

negatively-charged spoke particles. In order for Lorentz 

forces to cause corotational motion, the spoke grains must 

have a minimum average charge-to-mass ratio. 

for 

This 

Spoke 1 

minimum charge-to-mass ratio can be calculated 

during its corotational phase by equating 
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gravitational and Lorentz forces -- the combined Lorentz and 

gravitational forces on the particles (at a radial distance 

of 1.75 RS) must be equal to the gravitational force that 

the particulates would experience at the corotational radius 

(1.862 RS). This equivalence is expressed in the relation: 

= (4-1) 

where Fg is the gravitational force at at the radial dis

tance of the spoke grains, F1 is the Lorentz force, and Fc 

is the gravitational force at the corotationa1 radius. 

Equation (4-1) can be rewritten in terms of the particulate 

charge and mass: 

GMm 
-~ = GMm - ~, 

c 
(4-2 ) 

where GM is the gravitational constant of Saturn, q and m 

are the charge on and mass of the particles, vd is the dif-

ferentia1 between Kep1erian and corotationa1 orbital 

velocities, r is the radial distance of the spoke grains and 

rc is the corotationa1 radius. Equation (4-2) can be solved 

for the minimum charge-to-mass ratio of the particulates in 

the corotating spoke: 

g 
m = GM 1 1 

- -- (r2 - r-2 ) VdB c 
(4-3 ) 

In the case of Spoke 1, GM = 3.7931200 X 10 16 m3 s-2 

( 11 t 1 -1 Nu ea., 1981), Vd = 1.69±0.03 km s (from section 

2.6), and Rs = 60,330 km (K1iore et a1., 1980). Saturn's 

surface equatorial magnetic field = 0.209±0.005 Gauss (Ness 

-------- ----~- ~ -~--
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et al., 1981) 1.75 s), which gives B = = 
0.0390±0.0009 Gauss at 1.75 RS. These values give a minimum 

particle charge-to-mass ratio for Spoke 1 of -60±3 C kg-1• 

The lower limit on the average grain charge-to-mass 

ratio required for any spoke to corotate with saturn at a 

distance of 1.75 Rs from the planet is -60±3 C kg-l • 

However, the charge on the spoke particles could be substan

tially higher than this value. As was discussed in section 

3.3, the upper limit on the particle charge to mass ratios 

is due to electrostatic disruption. If the charges on the 

0.10 pm-radii particles are approximately three times higher 

than the lower limit -60 C, electrostatic disruption would 

break the grains down to even smaller sizes (Gruen et al., 

1984b). When the particle radius falls below 0.07 pm, the 

dimensionless scattering parameter X becomes less than one 

for the wavelength of the clear filter images and the scat

tering efficiency of the particulates becomes negligible 

(Van de Hulst, 1957). Spokes comprised of such grains would 

not be detectable in the Voyager dataset. For this reason, 

the effective upper limit on the charge-to-mass ratios of 

corotating spokes is on the order of -200 C kg-l. Because 

of the energy required to charge spoke grains (Morfill, 

1984), one would expect the charge-to-mass ratios for 

corotating spokes to cluster around the lower limit. 
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If the spoke particulates are actually corotating 

with Saturn, no Lorentz fo~ces exist since these forces are 

a consequence of the differential between corotational and 

orbital velocities. Hill and Mendis (1982) addressed this 

problem in a numerical model of the dynamical behavior of 

spoke particles. (For a more generalized treatment of this 

subject, see Mendis et al., 1982 and Northrop and Hill, 

1983.) Their calculations were based on equations of motion 

for the grains that incorporated both the gravitational and 

magnetic fields of saturn. These equations are: 

~[(Y - XO)B z - ZByl 
x (4-4) x = GMr3 

y = !l.W..[ZB - (x + YO)Bzl m x - GML r3 and (4-5) 

z = ~[(x + YO)By - (y - xO)Bxl - GM;3 , (4-6) 

where the magnetic field of the planet is described by the 

relations: 

Bx 
R3 

(4-7) = 3XZBo r5 

By 
R3 

and (4-8) = 3yZBo r5 

Bz _(X2 + y2 R3 
(4-9) = _2Z2) B 0r5 • 

In these equations, 0 • the angular rotation rate of saturn 

= 1.637849 x 10-4 rad s-l (Desch and Kaiser, 1981), GM E the 

gravitational constant for Saturn = 3.7931200 x 10 16 m3 s-2 

(Null et al., 1981), Bo. the surface equatorial magnetic 
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field for saturn = 0.209±0.005 Gauss (Ness et al., 1981), 

and R. the equatorial radius of saturn = 60,330 km (Kliore 

et al., 1980). 

Hill and Mendis (1982) found that small particulates 

(with radii of approximately 0.1 ~m), negatively-charged to 

high levels (with charge-to-mass ratios of at least 25 C 

kg-l ), moved in epicycles during their orbits around Saturn. 

In these cases, the observed orbital velocity of the spokes 

was actually the phase velocity of these particulates in 

their epicyclic orbits. 

The calculations of Hill and Mendis (1982) support 

the results obtained for Spoke 1 in this section and in 

Chapter 2. This spoke is comprised of 0.1 ~m-radii particu

lates which have charge-to-mass ratios of at least -60±3 C 

kg-1 , which are sufficient for corotational motion to occur. 

The corotational motion of Spoke 1 (or of any high-charged 

spoke) can be explained by epicyclic motion of its particles 

about guiding centers defined by corotating magnetic field 

lines. As the charge on the grains decayed below the level 

necessary for this epicyclic motion to occur the spoke un

derwent its observed gradual acceleration to Keplerian 

velocities. Additionally, the onset of epicyclic motion for 

grains with charge-to-mass ratios of at least -25 C kg-1 

calculated by Hill and Mendis (1982) supports the upper 

limit of -22±2 C kg-1 on the charge-to-mass ratios for 

._--_ .. _---------------



Keplerian spokes deduced in Chapter 2. 

4.3 Preferred Regions for Spoke Formation 

within the BRing 

80 

Only four spokes have been observed to form in the 

Voyager Saturn ring images, two by Gruen et ale (1983) and 

Spokes 1 and 2, which are discussed in Chapter 2. At the 

same time, Morfill (1984) argues that, based on an average 

of 60 spokes present in the B Ring at anyone time and an 

average spoke lifetime of 300 minutes, spokes should form at 

the rate of one every five minutes somewhere within the 

rings. One explanation for the paucity of observations of 

spoke formation is that spokes preferentially form in 

Saturn's shadow, out of view of the Voyager cameras. As it 

turns out, the preferential formation of spokes in the 

shadow of the planet is deduced from an analysis of the 

asymmetry in spoke contrast between the two ansae of the 

rings, as was discussed in Section 3.4. 

These observations give rise to a question concern

ing the processes involved in spoke formation: Why should 

spokes preferentially form in Saturn's shadow? Gruen et ale 

(1987) argue that a difference in Saturn's dayside and 

nights ide ionosphere would enhance spoke formation on the 

nightside hemisphere of the planet. However, such an en

hancement would not explain the paucity of observations of 

spoke formation, since the Voyager 2 ring movie could view 
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the rings on the nightside hemisphere of the planet for 100 0 

out of 180 0 of ring longitude. 

A more plausible explanation involves the absence of 

solar UV photons in Saturn's shadow. As was shown in 

Chapter 2, photoemission due to solar UV photons is the 

primary charge decay mechanism for spoke particulates. 

Correspondingly, Ip (1984) has shown that the ambient 

surface potential of the rings varies diurnally due to the 

variation in the UV photon flux around the planet. At a 

given point in the B Ring, the surface potential is deter

mined by a charge balance between photoelectrons due to the 

solar UV flux, ionospheric electrons traveling along mag

netic field lines, and ambient electrons in the vicinity of 

the rings. In the sunlight, the UV flux alters the charge 

balance at the B Ring such that the surface potential is 

maintained at small, positive values (approximately +3 

volts). On the other hand, in the shadow of the planet the 

absence of the UV flux results in the rings being charged to 

negative potentials of approximately -7 volts. This poten

tial is in the range required for spoke formation to occur 

(Goertz and Morfill, 1983). The (negative) increase in the 

surface potential of the B Ring required for spoke formation 

to occur is substantially less in Saturn's shadow than it is 

in the sunlight. Consequently, less dense plasma clouds are 

required to generate spokes in the shadow than in the 
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sunlight. Spoke formation in Saturn's shadow should be en

hanced accordingly, as is observed. 

An observation that supports this conclusion is that 

of the four spokes observed to form in the Voyager images 

(and in the sunlight), two exhibit early phases of corota

tional motion, namely, Spokes 1 and 2. The high charge-to

mass ratios required for spokes to corotate with Saturn 

imply that the plasma clouds which generated these spokes 

had higher electron densities than the plasma clouds which 

generate Kep1erian spokes (see Section 4.7). 

4.4 Questions concerning Observed 

Spoke Lifetimes 

From a dynamical standpoint, one would expect spokes 

to exhibit lifetimes of approximately half an orbital 

period, the time it would take the spoke particles to travel 

between the two nodes of their orbits. since spokes occur 

over a radial distance of 1.7-1.9 RS (Gruen et a1., 1983), 

these lifetimes should range from 270 to 330 minutes. This 

is observed to be the case for Spoke 1, which traveled 180 0 

around Saturn in 304 minutes, as was shown in section 2.3. 

However, Gruen et ale (1984a) report that the average age 

for spokes observed in the Voyager data set peaks between 

130 and 170 minutes, with few spokes observed to be any 

older. 

----------------------- -
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Gruen et ale (1987) suggest several mechanisms to 

explain the apparent lack of spokes older than three hours. 

One mechanism involves the decay of the negative electrical 

charges on the spoke grains due to solar UV photoemission. 

They argue that as the charges on the particles of in

dividual spokes become less and less negative, the electros

tatic interaction between the grains and the underlying 

rings eventually changes sign, since the rings still 

presumably have a negative charge. What had initially been 

a repulsion between the rings and the particles becomes, af

ter several hours, an attraction and the spokes dissipate 

when the particulates return to the rings (Gruen et al., 

1987). However, this attraction would only occur over the 

range 

the 

(10-2 

of a Debye length, which is approximately 100 m for 

ambient plasma density in the vicinity of the rings 

electrons cm-3 ; Goertz and Morfill, 1983). For this 

mechanism to work, the vertical extent of the spoke above 

the rings would have to be less than has previously been 

assumed. (Gruen et ale (1983) placed an upper limit on the 

height of spokes of 80 km from the measurement of a Voyager 

2 ring plane crossing image.) 

Gruen et ale (1987) also argue that the gravita

tional attraction between the rings and the spoke particles 

could also shorten spoke lifetimes. The gravitational ac

celeration due to the rings (which can be approximated as an 
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infinite disk) is given by the relation (Brouwer and 

Clemence, 1961): 

a = -411'Gu m s-2 (4-10) 

in the vertical direction, where u • the surface mass den

sity of the BRing = 60 9 cm-2 (Lane et al., 1982). The ac

celeration on the grains in the direction of the rings is 5 

x However, the electrostatic repulsion between 

the rings and the particles would counter this motion. The 

acceleration on the particulates due to this repulsion is 

given by the relation (Goertz and Morfill, 1983): 

a = ( 4-11) 

where ~ is the surface potential of the rings and z is the 

distance of the particles above the rings. As Goertz and 

Morfill (1983) point out, this repulsion only occurs when 

the grains are within a Debye length of the rings (i.e., 

within approximately 100 meters of the rings). Gruen et ale 

(1987) report average charge-to-mass ratios for Keplerian 

spokes of -3 C kg-1 and an average surface potential for the 

rings of -10 volts. These values give an acceleration on 

the particulates of 0.3 m s-2 away from the rings. The 

electrostatic repulsion would decrease with time as the 

charge on the spoke particles decays, as is discussed above; 

after several hours the charge would have decreased to the 

point that the grains could return to the rings after half 

an orbit. Consequently, the gravity of the rings would have 
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little, if any, effect on the motion of the spoke particu

lates and thus would not noticeably shorten spoke lifetimes. 

As was discussed in section 4.1, Gruen et al. 

(1984a) based their estimates of spoke ages on the assump

tion that these features began to experience Keplerian shear 

immediately upon their formation. Yet this assumption is 

based on their observation of the formation of only two 

spokes (Gruen et al., 1983). Spokes 1 and 2 experienced ex

tended periods of corotational motion after their formation, 

during which time they were not affected by Keplerian shear. 

As was shown in section 2.3, Spoke 1 traveled 180 0 around 

Saturn in 304 minutes. So, the amount of shear a particular 

spoke exhibits is not necessarily an accurate measure of the 

age of the feature. If spokes commonly undergo phases of 

corotational motion, then the oldest features observed by 

Gruen et al. (1984a) would have ages comparable to half an 

orbital period, as would be expected from Keplerian 

dynamics. This interpretation of spoke ages does not re

quire the invocation of any special dynamical mechanisms to 

shorten spoke lifetimes. 

An additional explanation of the paucity of older 

spokes arises from possible sampling errors in the observa

tions made by Gruen et al. (1984a). As was discussed in 

section 4.1, Gruen et al. (1984a) traced individual spokes 

in no more than six successive images. Consequently, they 

- _. --------- - --- --------
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observed the dissipation of only one spoke (Gruen et al., 

1987). As a result, their age determinations could be 

biased in favor of younger spokes. 

4.S Implications of the Spoke Particle 

Size Distribution 

Spoke particles have a size distribution with a 

spectral index of 2.1±0.2 and radius limits of 0.10±0.03 pm 

and 0.60±0.OS pm, as was shown in section 3.2 and was dis

cussed in Section 3.3. The lower limit on the size range is 

due to electrostatic disruption of the particulates, while 

the upper limit is a consequence of both electrostatic dis

ruption and electrostatic levitation of spoke grains above 

the rings. Therefore, the limits on the size range of the 

spoke particulates are consequences of the various electros

tatic mechanisms at work in the process of spoke formation 

and evolution. 

This correlation between the charge-to-mass ratios 

and sizes of the spoke particles has been observed in the 

Voyager data. Spoke 1, which has an average charge-to-mass 

ratio of -60 C kg-1 during its corotational phase, is com

prised of particulates with a mean radius of 0.10±0.03 pm, 

as was shown in section 2.7. At the same time, the particle 

population for spokes in general has the size distribution 

discussed above. In the case of highly-charged spokes (such 

as Spoke 1), grains with radii greater than 0.1 pm may be 

----------------- ----_ ... -. 
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levitated above the rings initially: electrostatic disrup

tion breaks these particles down to the observed 0.1 

~m-radii. 

The spectral index of a particle size distribution 

places contraints on the collisional history of the grain 

population. Figure 18 shows the particle size distriubtion 

plotted along with that for particles in the B Ring, which 

has a spectral index = 3 over a centimeter to meter size 

range (Esposito et al., 1984). For comparison, Fig. 18 also 

shows the distributions for collisionally evolved systems 

(such as asteroids), which have indices = 2.4 (Davis et al., 

1979) and for collisional ejecta, which have indices = 3.5 

(Dohnanyi, 1969). 

Comparison of these distributions suggests that the 

spoke grains are a collisionally-evolved population. Addi

tionally, Showalter et ale (1987) demonstrated that the 

Jovian ring is composed of collisionally-evolved particles 

in the 1-5 ~m size range which have a spectral index of 

2.2±0.2. A comparison of this index with that for the spoke 

particulates (2.1±0.2) supports the conclusion that the 

population of spoke grains is collisionally-evolved (G.E. 

Morfill, private communication). As such, the particles 

originate from a collisionally-evolved regolith on the sur

face of larger bodies in the B Ring, rather than from the 

ejecta of some spoke-producing impact event. 



Figure 18: Ring Particle Size Distributions. Size dis
tributions for representative ring particle popula
tions are shown for comparison. The spectral index 
for particles in Saturn's B Ring is from Esposito et 
al. (1984), while that for collisionally-evolved 
particles is from Davis et al. (1979) and that for 
collisional ejecta is from Dohnanyi (1969). 
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4.6 Radial Transport of Angular Momentum 

within the BRing 

89 

The dynamical evolution of Saturn's ring system is 

controlled primarily by the radial transport of angular 

momentum within the rings (Stewart et al., 1984). The 

dominant mechanism for this transport is assumed to be col

lisions between the differentially rotating particles which 

comprise the rings (or kinematic viscosity). The effects of 

Lorentz forces on angular momentum transport generally have 

been neglected because these forces are comparable to those 

of gravity only for submicron-size particles (Gruen et al., 

1984b). However, spokes in Saturn's B Ring present a situa

tion where electromagnetic effects could indirectly cause a 

significant transport of angular momentum within the BRing, 

and thus influence the long-term evolution of this ring. In 

this section angular transport mechanism due to Lorentz 

forces will be evaluated in terms of the radial growth ob

served for Spoke 1. 

Spoke particulates with sufficiently high 

charge-to-mass ratios are subject to both gravitational and 

Lorentz forces, as was discussed in Section 4.2. The radial 

velocity of these grains can be derived from their equations 

of motion, yielding the relation: 

= m s-l. (4-12) 

In this equation, Os is the angular velocity of the spoke, 
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Op is the angular velocity of Saturn, and T is the duration 

of the radial motion of the spoke. Equation (4-12) is 

similar to equation (2-8), which was used in section 2.6 to 

calculate the charge-to-mass ratios for Spoke 1. Goertz et 

ale (1986) showed that the particle motion described by this 

equation causes a radial transport of angular momentum 

within the BRing. 

This momentum transport is characterized by a radial 

mass transport velocity defined in terms of the angular 

momentum of the ring by the relation (Goertz et al., 1986): 

Ws = 2r dL m s-1 
L dt ' (4-13) 

where L is the angular momentum of the ring. Equation 

(4-13) can be rewritten in terms of the radial velocity of 

the spoke grains. The resulting expression is: 

2 V U tT R3 -1 = -r,;u::-r -s (::::l.) Bo - m s 
.J GMr u r 'In r ' (4-14 ) 

where Us and u r are the surface mass densities of the spoke 

and B ring, respectively. Equation (4-14) is essentially 

the rate at which the entire mass of the B Ring is moved 

radially with respect to saturn: as SUCh, it provides a 

measure 

transport 

particles. 

of the effectiveness of the angular momentum 

due to Lorentz forces acting on the spoke 
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The quantities in the mass transport equation that 

are observed for Spoke 1 are its velocitiAs of radial 

qrowth, not its charqe-to-mass ratios: therefore, the radial 

velocity equation (4-12) can be solved for the 

charqe-to-mass ratio. The result can then be substituted 

into the mass transport equation (4-14), yieldinq a new 

equation for the radial mass transport velocity: 

= _ 2 Vr_2_ ~s (L)1/2 
(Os-Op)T 0 r GM (4-15) 

The Lorentz force terms in this equation have now cancelled 

out, though their effect is still implicitly present in the 

radial velocity term. Equation (4-15) will now be used for 

order of maqnitude calculations of the radial mass transport 

velocity for the B Rinq. 

As Goertz et al. (1986) point out, the direction of 

the mass transport is independent of the direction of the 

radial velocity of the qrains. They argue that inside 

synchronous orbit electrically-charged spoke particles move 

faster than the corotatinq maqnetic field, thus losing an

gular momentum to the planet (by way of the maqnetic field). 

outside synchronous orbit the particulates move slower than 

the corotatinq magnetic field, thus gaininq angular momentum 

from the planet (again by way of the magnetic field). This 

angular momentum couplinq between the spoke grains and the 

planet is the ultimate drivinq mechanism for the momentum 

transport within the rings due to Lorentz forces. 
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In the case of Spoke 1, the term in the mass 

transport equation that has the most uncertainty is the sur

face mass density of for spokes, us' This mass density, 

which is azimuthally-averaged around the B Ring, is given by 

the relation: 

Us = ( ~) ap1''1 g cm -2. (4-16) 

In this expression a is the mean radius of the spoke par

ticles, p is the mass density of the particles, l' is the 

optical depth of the spoke, and 'I is the fractional area of 

the B Ring over which spokes occur that is actually covered 

by spokes. The uncertainty in the mass density for Spoke 1 

arises from the value used for 'I' Gruen et al. (1986) es

timate that 'I = 0.05 at any given time for the general spoke 

population; in determining this number they assume that the 

dynamical behavior of all spokes is the same. However, the 

dynamical behavior of Spoke 1 and the high charge-to-mass 

ratios of its particulates are not typical. Only two spokes 

(Spokes 1 and 2) out of the approximately 200 spokes whose 

dynamics have been measured show such behavior; measurements 

of 17 spokes are discussed in Chapter 2, while those of the 

others are discussed by Gruen et al. (1983; 1984a; 1987). 

In order to account for the infrequent occurrance of these 

atypical spokes, 'I has been assumed to be 0.0001 for the ac

tivity represented by Spoke 1. The actual value of 'I in 

this case may be an order of magnitude more or less 

----------------------
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further statistical analyses of spoke activity are needed to 

reduce this uncertainty. 

The dominant mode of radial growth for Spoke 1 is 

its rapid outward radial propagation, so the parameters for 

this mode of growth were used to calculate the mass 

transport velocity for the spoke. The terms in the 

transport equation pertaining to Saturn are: op - the an

gular rotation rate of Saturn = 1.637849 x 10-4 rad s-l 

(Desch and Kaiser, 1981), GM - the gravitational constant 

for Saturn = is 3.7931200 x 10 16 m3 s-2 (Null et a1., 1981), 

and R - the equatorial radius of Saturn = 60,330 km (Kliore 

et al., 1980). The surface mass density of the BRing. u r 

= 60 g cm-2 (Lane et a1., 1982). The Keplerian orbital rate 

(for the spoke grains) at 1.75 R - Os = 1.7976 x 10-4 rad 

s-l. The surface mass density of Spoke 1 during its rapid 

radial growth - Us = 5.87 x 10 -10 g cm -2, where p = 1 g cm-3 

(water ice), r = 0.044 (from Section 2.7), and ~ = 0.0001 

(as discussed above). For the rapid radial growth, Vr = 730 

m s-l and T = 2900 s (from section 2.7). The radial mass 

transport velocity for Spoke 1 during its mode of rapid 

radial growth, calculated from equation (4-15) , is -1 x 10-9 

m -1 s • This compares to a value of -7 x 10-10 m s-l calcu-

lated for Keplerian spokes by Goertz et ale (1986). 
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The radial mass transport velocity due to the kine

matic viscosity of the B Ring is given by the relation 

(Goldreich and Tremaine, 1982): 

(4-17) 

where v. kinematic (collisional) viscosity of the B Ring ~ 

20 cm2 s-l (Lane et al., 1982). At a distance of r = 1.75 

R, the radial mass transport velocity due to collisions 

within the B Ring is -2 x 10-9 cm s-l = -2 x 10-11 m s-l. 

So, even with ~ = 0.0001 for Spoke 1, the angular momentum 

transport within the B Ring due to spoke activity is at 

least comparable to, if not more significant than, angular 

momentum transport due to collisions within the rings (see 

this comparison in Table VI). 

Angular momentum transport within the B Ring allows 

another constraint to be placed on the dynamical evolution 

of the ring the spreading time for the ring. This 

spreading time (or the timescale for angular momentum change 

to occur within the ring) is given by the relation (Goertz 

et al., 1986): 

= s. (4-18) 

Equation (4-18) can also be rewritten in terms of the radial 

velocity of the spoke grains, with SUbstitutions made for 

the charge-to-mass ratio as in Equation (4-15). 



TABLE VI 

ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSPORT WITHIN THE BRING 

Momentum 
Transport 
Mechanism 

Highly-charged 
Spokes 

(" = 0.0001) 

Kep1erian 
Spokes 

('1 = 0.05) 

Kinematic 
Viscosity 

(II = 20 cm2 s-l) 

Radial Mass 
Transport Velocity 

(m s-l) 

-7 x 10-10 

-2 x 10-11 

Spreading Time 
for the Ring 

(years) 

6 x 10 8 

5 x 10 9 

2 x loll 
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Note: These values are calculated for a distance 
from Saturn of 1.75 RS. 

--------



The resulting expression is: 

= 
(GMr) 1/2 

V 2 r 
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s. (4-19) 

Equation (4-19) will now be used for order of magnitude cal

cUlations of the spreading time of the B Ring. Once again 

the parameters for Spoke l's mode of rapid radial growth are 

used in the calculation. The spreading time for the Bring 

due to the spoke activity represented by Spoke 1 is 6 x 108 

years. This compares to a value of 5 x 109 years for 

Keplerian spokes Goertz et ale (1986). 

The spreading time for the B Ring due to kinematic 

viscosity is given by the relation (Goldreich and Tremaine, 

1982): 

= s. ( 4-20) 

For &I:::::: 20 cm s -1 and r = 1.75 R, as before, the spreading 

time of the ring due to kinematic viscosity is 2 x loll 

years. So, angular momentum transport within the B Ring due 

to spoke activity should have a significant influence on the 

dynamical evolution of the ring (again, see Table VI). 

Even though spokes with high charge-to-mass ratios 

occur relatively infrequently within the B Ring, the angular 

momentum transport due to this type of spoke activity is 

significant. When this transport is combined with that 

ascribed by Goertz et ale (1986) to Keplerian spokes, it 
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becomes evident that the radial transport of angular momen

tum due to Lorentz forces is at least as great as, if not 

greater than, the transport of angular momentum due to the 

kinematic viscosity of the ring, as is shown in Table VI. 

(It should be recalled that the values listed in Table VI 

represent order of maqnitude calculations.) Consequently, a 

description of the dynamical evolution of the B Ring must 

incorporate angular momentum transport due to Lorentz forces 

in order to be complete. This evolution, as influenced by 

spoke activity, is discussed in section 5.2. 

4.7 A Phenomenological Model for Spokes 

in Saturn's BRing 

In this section I will combine the observed 

properties of spokes discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the be

havior of Keplerian spokes and Spoke 1 discussed in Section 

4.1, and various aspects of the theoretical framework 

developed to explain spoke activity. The result will be a 

phenomenological model of spoke activity which describes the 

dynamics of both Keplerian spokes (spokes with low 

charge-to-mass ratios) and corotating spokes (spokes with 

high charge-to-mass ratios). The starting point for this 

phenomenological model will be the plasma cloud model of 

Goertz and Morfill (1983). The model will be presented in 

terms of the dynamical phases of spokes identified by Gruen 

et ale (1983). The description of the dynamics of spokes 

._-------
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with low charge-to-mass ratios will follow that of Gruen et 

ale (1983) for Keplerian spokes; limiting values on various 

aspects of this activity will come from the study of Spoke 

1. Accordingly, the description of the activity of spokes 

with high charge-to-mass ratios will follow the analysis of 

Spoke 1, which is summarized in the graphs of the angular 

velocity, radial growth, and charge-to-mass ratio of the 

spoke shown in Fig. 19. 

4.7a Active Dynamical Phases 

The model will assume, as do Goertz and Morfill 

(1983), that a mechanism exists for the production of plasma 

clouds in the vicinity of the B Ring which have electron 

densities on the order of 300 cm-3• Infrequently occurring 

plasma clouds may have electron densities two to three times 

greater than this value. Due to the ambient surface poten

tial of the B Ring is Saturn's shadow (from the absence of 

the solar UV photons) less dense plasma clouds are required 

to produce spokes in the shadow; consequently, spokes 

preferentially form behind the planet. The plasma clouds, 

which corotate with Saturn's magnetic field, charge the 

rings to negative potentials in the range of -10 to -20 

volts. These potentials translate into negative 

charge-to-mass ratios on the grains which comprise a 

regolith on the larger ring bodies. 

----~-- -



Figure 19: Dynamical Phases of Spoke 1. The angular 
velocity, speed of radial growth, and charge-to-mass 
ratio for Spoke 1 are plotted in parallel as func
tions of time. For the angular velocity, the 
hatched line represents the inferred velocity during 
the formation of the spoke. For the radial growth, 
the hatched lines indicate that the speed of the 
rapid radial growth is an average value. For the 
charge-to-mass ratios, the hatched line represents 
an assumed CMR during the corotational phase of the 
spoke. The number of excess electrons per particu
late axis of the CMR plot assumes a grain radius of 
0.10 ~m. Error bars are shown for the plots when 
the extent of the error exceeds the size of the 
lines: otherwise, the extent of the error is con
tained within the lines. 
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Low density plasma clouds (with electron densities 

on the order of 300 cm-3) charge the rings to a potential of 

approximately -10 volts. This corresponds to an average 

charge-to-mass ratio for the particles in the regolith of 

-22 C kg-1 • These particulates are electrostatically 

levitated above the rings into spokes, where they continue 

to orbit saturn at Keplerian rates. Due to the electros

tatic effects discussed in section 3.3, the particles vary 

in radii from 0.1 to 0.6~. According to Gruen et ale 

(1983), the leading edges of these Keplerian spokes im

mediately begin to shear due to differential orbital rates, 

though this may not be the case (see Section 4.4). Since 

the plasma cloud continues to charge and levitate particu

lates into the spoke, the trailing edge follows the corota-

tional motion of the plasma cloud. Consequently, the 

Keplerian spokes increase in width during their active 

phases. 

Spoke 1 is presumably generated by a plasma cloud 

with an electron density substantially greater than 300 

Such infrequently-occurring, high-density clouds 

charge the rings to a surface potential of approximately -23 

volts, which corresponds to a charge-to-mass ratio on the 

particles in the ring regolith of -60 C kg-1 • These high 

charge-to-mass ratios cause 0.1 ~m-radii particulates to be 

electrostatically levitated into spokes; electrostatic 

._--_._-,------------~---- .---- -----_ ... _- --
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disruption breaks down larger grains which may be levitated 

above the rings. Lorentz forces couple these highly-charged 

particles onto the magnetic field lines -- the particles or

bit guiding centers which corotate with the magnetic field. 

The observed dynamical behavior of the spokes is actually 

the phase velocity of the particulates -- in this manner 

highly-charged spokes corotate with saturn (see Fig. 19). 

During the corotational phase, the plasma clouds charge and 

levitate more grains into the spokes. Consequently, the 

spokes monotonically increase in optical depth during this 

dynamical phase. The plasma clouds also act as charge buff

ers for the spoke particulates during this time. Photoemis

sion due to solar UV photons acts to discharge particles 

throughout the lifetimes of the spokes. However, the high 

density plasma clouds act as charge buffers and are able to 

maintain sufficient charge on the grains for them to remain 

coupled onto the magnetic field. 

4.7b Transitional Phases 

Throughout the active dynamical phases of spokes, 

their associated plasma clouds are dissipating. After ap

proximately 80 minutes, the low density clouds have dis

sipated to the point that they can no longer levitate grains 

above the rings. This cut off of the supply of new par

ticles causes the trailing edges of Keplerian spokes to ap

pear to accelerate to Keplerian velocities. 
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After approximately 80 minutes, the high density 

plasma clouds have dissipated to the point that they can no 

longer keep the particulates of corotating spokes coupled 

onto the magnetic field. Consequently, the spokes undergo 

an apparent acceleration (over a period of 40 minutes for 

Spoke 1) to Keplerian velocities as the particles assume 

normal Keplerian orbits (see Fig. 19). During this time the 

spokes have reached their maximum optical depth -- as the 

spokes lose their contact with the corotating plasma clouds 

they also lose their source of new grains. 

4.7c Inactive Dynamical Phases 

Keplerian spokes have entered their inactive dynami

cal phases when both of their edges move at Keplerian 

velocities. During this phase the spokes continue to shear 

due to differential motion but their widths remain constant. 

As was discussed in section 4.4, the lifetime of Keplerian 

spokes is probably on the order of half an orbital period; 

by this time the charges on the particles have decayed to 

the point that electrostatic repulsion do longer influences 

their dynamics. The spokes disappear when the particulates 

reenter the rings. Keplerian spokes at first appear to have 

little long term effect on the rings, but as Goertz et ale 

(1986) pointed out and as was shown in section 4.6, the 

radial motion of the spoke particles is a significant 

mechanism of angular momentum transport within the rings • 

. _-------------------- _. 
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When highly-charged spokes (such as Spoke 1) 

initially enter their Keplerian dynamical phases, they ex

perience a rapid radial propagation in the outward direction 

due to Lorentz forces acting on the negatively-charged spoke 

particulates (see Fig. 19). This rapid propagation lasts 

for approximately fifty minutes, by which time UV photoemis

sion has caused the average charge-to-mass ratio on the 

grains to decay to -22 C kg- l • Since the rapid propagation 

ends at this point, this charge-to-mass ratio constitutes an 

upper limit on the charge for the particles of Keplerian 

spokes. As was shown in Section 4.6, this rapid propagation 

is the most significant mechanism for the radial transport 

of angular momentum within the rings due to spoke activity. 

These highly-charged spokes dissipate within ap

proximately 180 minutes of entering their Keplerian dynami

cal phases, or approximately 300 minutes after their forma

tion (see Fig. 19), having traveled 180 0 around Saturn 

during this time. The dissipation apparently occurs when 

the spoke particulates reenter the ring plane after half an 

orbit. The average charge-to-mass ratio on the particles of 

Spoke 1 at the time of its dissipation is approximately -1 C 

kg-l , which is insufficient to influence the dynamics of the 

spoke any further. 

----- .. -----------------
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a comprehensive 

model describes 

rather than a 

numerical, point of view, though numerical results have been 

calculated from or quoted from various theoretical treat

ments of spoke phenomena. The most significant aspect of 

spoke activity, as far as ring dynamics are concerned, is 

the radial transport of spoke particulates and the conse

quent radial transport of angular momentum within the rings. 

This angular momentum transport should play a major role in 

the dynamical evolution of the BRing. 

This model has its shortcomings, as do its 

predecessors. One shortcoming is that the origin of the 

plasma clouds required to generate spokes is not explained. 

A second is that the magnetospheric modulation of spoke ac

tivity is not addressed. Clearly, there is more work to be 

done before the phenomena of spokes in Saturn's rings is 

fully understood. 

----- --------- ---~--------



CHAPTER 5 

SPOKES IN SATURN'S B RING, REVISITED 

A study of many of the dynamical and physical 

properties of spokes in Saturn's B Ring has been presented 

in the preceding three chapters of this dissertation. These 

observed properties have been used to evaluate the theoreti

cal framework that has been developed to explain various 

aspects of spoke formation and evolution; the result of this 

evaluation is a phenomenological model of spoke formation 

and evolution. In this chapter I will briefly summarize the 

results of this study. Additionally, I will look at pos

sible applications of these results to other planetary ring 

systems and to protoplanetary, protosatellite, and cir

cumstellar disks. 

5.1 contributions of this Study to the 

Understanding of Spoke Phenomena 

This dissertation research project has been 

primarily a observational study of spokes as seen in the 

Voyager Saturn ring images. The results of this study have 

been combined with the work of other investigators to 

provide a more complete picture of spoke activity. These 

observational results have been incorporated into various 

theoretical models of spoke activity in order to provide a 

105 
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coherent explanation of the processes of spoke formation and 

evolution. In this section, the unique contributions of 

this research project will be summarized. 

The dynamical analysis discussed in Chapter 2 has 

revealed the occurance of highly-charged spokes which ex

perience phases during which they corotate with Saturn, 

namely, Spoke 1. The study of Spoke 1 has allowed observa

tional limits to be placed on charge-to-mass ratios of spoke 

particulates during the various dynamical phases of spoke 

activity. Corotating spokes have charge-to-mass ratios of 

at least -60±3 C kg-l , while Keplerian spokes (or spokes in 

Keplerian phases) have charge-to-mass ratios of no more than 

-22±2 C kg-1• Spokes have charge-to-mass ratios of -1 C 

kg-1 or less at the time of their dissipation. 

Spoke 1 was seen to experience a period of rapid 

radial growth at the onset of its Kep1erian dynamical phase. 

Since the duration of the rapid growth was due to solar UV 

photoemission, the mean radius of the grains which comprise 

Spoke 1 has been set at O.10±0.03 ~m. In Chapter 3 this 

radius is shown to be the lower limit on the range of radii 

for the spoke particle size distribution. 

The radial motion of Spoke lis negatively-charged 

grains during its period of rapid radial growth is shown in 

Chapter 4 to be a major mechanism for the radial transport 
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of angular momentum within the B Ring. The radial mass 

transport velocity (for the ring) due to spoke activity is 

-1 x 10-9 m s-l; the subsequent spreading time for the B 

Ring is 6 x 108 ye rs. Accordingly, angular momentum 

transport is the most significant effect that spoke activity 

has upon the dynamical evolution of the rings. 

A final result of the dyamical analysis is that 

there is a correlation between the sizes and charge-to-mass 

ratios of spoke particulates, as is discussed in Chapters 3 

and 4. The charge-to-mass ratio required for spokes to 

corotate with saturn is so high that such spokes have par

ticulates with mean radii of no more than 0.10 pm, while 

Keplerian spokes have particles with radii ranging from 0.10 

pm to 0.60pm. 

The photometric studies discussed in Chapter 3 have 

yielded a scattering phase function for the spoke particu

lates at a wavelength of 0.470 pm. The mean radius of the 

dominant scatterers at this wavelength, as determined from a 

single-scattering analysis of the phase function, is 

0.22±0.02 pm. In addition, a phase function for bright 

ringlets in the B Ring was determined as part of this study. 

This phase function shows that the scattering properties of 

the particles in the B Ring change at a phase angle of ap

proximately 37°; this change in the ring particles probably 

gives rise to the contrast reversal between spokes and the 

-----------_._-- ._----- --_. 
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rings at this phase. 

The maximum contrast of Spoke 1 (which was observed 

at a phase angle of 7 D
) is shown to be half the mean con

trast of the spokes observed at the same phase angle for the 

0.470-~m phase function. Since the scattering efficiency of 

0.10 ~m-radii particulates is only half that for 0.22 

~m-radii particles at this wavelength, this result links the 

spoke grain sizes determined independently from the dynami

cal. analysis of Chapter 2 and the photometric analysis of 

Chapter 3. 

The analysis of a set of multispectral images of 

spokes has yielded a spectral index for the spoke particle 

size distribution of 2.1±0.2. As was pointed out above, the 

lower radius limit on this size distribution has been set at 

0.10±0.03 ~m. The value of the spectral index suggests that 

spoke particulates originate in a population of 

collisionally-evolved particles found on a regolith on lar

ger ring bodies. 

An investigation of the asymmetry in spoke contrast 

between the morning and evening ansa of the rings has shown 

the asymmetry to be independent of phase angle and 

wave~~ngth. Spokes on the evening ansa of the rings are ap

parently older than those on the morning side. This finding 

suggests that spokes preferentially form in Saturn's shadow. 
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Several spokes have been observed in images of the 

unlit (south) face of the rings. The reflectances of these 

spokes suggest that the level of spoke activity is com

parable on the two faces of the rings. consequently, 

photoionization is not a significant source of the plasma 

clouds which generate spokes. 

The dynamical and photometric studies of spokes dis

cussed in this dissertation have allowed many observational 

constraints to be placed on spoke phenomena. These con

straints have been combined with theoretical models of 

various aspects of spoke activity to produce a 

phenomenological model of spoke formation and evolution. 

5.2 The Dynamical Evolution 

of Saturn's Ring System 

The primary influence that spoke activity has on the 

dynamical evolution of Saturn's B Ring is the radial 

transport of angular momentum within the ring, as was shown 

in Section 4.6. The long-term results of this transport 

have yet to be fully evaluated. The results could have as 

minor an effect as the transport of particles through the 

rings, or they could have as major an effect as sig

nificantly shortening the lifetime of the B Ring against 

spreading. 
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As was noted in section 1.2, Hill and Mendis (1982) 

predicted a differential radial transport of grains (as a 

function of size) through the rings due to spoke activity. 

The Voyager saturn ring images have insufficient spatial 

resolution to show if such differential transport takes 

place. However, Doyle (1986) reported that no free dust 

(sub-micron size grains) exists within the B Ring except in 

spokes~ this finding is one result of his radiative transfer 

model of spokes and the B Ring. One could speculate that 

any free dust created within the ring by collisions would be 

electrostatically levitated 

transported out of the ring. 

into spokes and then would be 

The radial transport of par-

ticulates due to spoke activity (and the consequent angular 

momentum transport) is one possible mechanism for clearing 

dust from the rings. 

The effects of angular momentum transport due to 

spoke activity on the lifetime of the rings has yet to be 

addressed (Goertz et al., 1986). Since spreading times for 

the B Ring due to this transport mechanism appear shorter 

than 

4.6) , 

those due to kinematic viscosity (as shown in Section 

spoke activity would appear to support the idea that 

Saturn's rings are younger than the 4.6 billion-year age of 

the solar system. An alternate explanation of the short 

spreading time is that this interval represents the time 

over which significant structural changes in the B Ring can 
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take place; several such intervals would have occurred over 

the aqe of the solar syste~f qreatly influencinq the evolu

tion of the rinq. At the moment, the aqe of the rings 

remains an open question (see Esposito, 1986; CUzzi et al., 

1984; Esposito et al., 1984). 

Recently, Goertz and Morfil1 (1987) have shown that 

the radial 

tivity can 

transport of angular momentum due to spoke ac

create mass density instabilities within the B 

Rinq which could qenerate some of the observed radial struc

ture of the rinq.· This finding suggests that the pos

sibility of spoke activity havinq occurred elsewhere in the 

B Ring or in the A Ring at some time in the past should be 

evaluated. 

Clearly, much remains to be learned about the 

long-term consequences of the activity of spokes in the B 

Ring. These consequences are one key to understanding the 

interactions between saturn's ring system magnetic field. 

5.3 Applications to other 

Planetary Ring Systems 

The primary contribution that the results of this 

dissertation can make to the study of other planetary ring 

systems is to show that a complete understanding of the 

dynamical evolution of planetary rings requires the careful 

analysis of the interaction of rinqs with planetary magnetic 
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fields. The effects of Lorentz forces on the dynamical 

evolution of ring systems are potentially significant, par

ticularly if the presence of small charged particules within 

the rings provides a mechanism for angular momentum 

transport to occur. The significance of these effects will 

be assessed by briefly examining the ring systems of 

Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune. 

Jupiter's ring system is compos~d of a tenuous 

three-component ring whose optical depth is several orders 

of magnitude less than that of Saturn's B Ring (Showalter et 

al., 1987). Burns et ale (1985) and Schaffer and Burns 

(1987) have shown that charged particles in Jupiter's ring 

experience time-variable Lorentz forces due to the tilt of 

Jupiter's magnetic field with respect to the planet's rota

tional axis. These forces cause structure within the ring 

at the location of commensurabilities between the rotation 

period of the planet and the orbital period of the ring 

particles. These so-called Lorentz resonances are the 

electromagnetic analogues of gravitational resonances found 

within planetary ring systems. For a more general discus

sion of electromagnetic forces on tenuous rings, see Burns 

et a1. (1984). 

Uranus is surrounded by nine narrow rings whose 

optical depths range from 0.3 to 2.1 (Elliot and Nicholson, 

1984; Lane et al., 1986) and by several more tenuous rings 
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discovered by the Voyager imaging experiment (smith et a1., 

1986). As surprising result of the Voyager encounter with 

Uranus is that main rings contain very few particles smaller 

than a few centimeters in size (Smith et ale 1986; Lane et 

al., 1986; Tyler et al., 1986). Broadfoot et ale (1986) 

proposed atmospheric drag as one mechanism to remove small 

particles from the rings; the high phase image of the rings 

obtained by the Voyager imaging experiment (Smith et al., 

1986), which shows fine material extending from the rings 

down to the atmosphere of the planet, tend to support this 

proposed mechanism. However, since the magnetic field of 

Uranus is tilted 60° from rotational axis of the planet, 

particles in the rings are subject to very large, 

time-variable Lorentz forces (Ness et al., 1986). These 

forces provide an alternate mechanism to remove small par

ticles from the rings (Burns et al., 1986). Once again, 

electromagnetic forces could play a significant role in the 

dynamical evolution of a planetary ring system. 

Currently, no judgments can be made about the ef

fects of electromagnetic forces on the ring system of 

Neptune. Sufficient data on the Neptune system will not be 

available until Voyager 2's encounter with the planet in 

August of 1989. 

The material presented in this section is only a 

brief survey of electromagnetic effects on planetary ring 
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systems. Clearly, Lorentz forces playa significant role in 

the evolution of planetary ring systems, though the nature 

of that role is not fully understood at the present. For a 

more complete discussion of this subject, see Gruen et al. 

(1984b) and Mendis et ale (1984). 

5.4 Applications to protoplanetary, 

Circumstellar, and Protosatellite Disks 

Many of the dynamical processes which can be ob

served and studied in planetary rings today are presumed to 

have occurred in protoplanetary, circumstellar, and 

protosatellite disks, as well (Ward, 1984). Accordingly, 

insights gained into processes which affect the dynamical 

evolution of planetary rings can be applied to the processes 

involved in the formation of the solar system (or other 

stellar systems) and the regular satellite systems of the 

various planets. 

Electromagnetic effects have been hypothesized to 

play an important role in the formation of the solar system 

(Safronov and Ruzimaikina, 1978; 1985). Lorentz forces are 

invoked to transfer angular momentum from the newly-forming 

sun to the protoplanetary disk; this transfer occurs by the 

coupling of the solar magnetic field to charged grains 

within the disk. As of yet, the exact nature of this cou

pling is not well characterized. One possible mechanism for 

this coupling is the transport of angular momentum to the 
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protop1anetary disk by the radial motion of charged grains 

within the disk (driven by Lorentz forces), similar to the 

transport of angular momentum within Saturn's B Ring due to 

spoke activity. 

A situation observable today that is analogous to 

the protoplanetary disk is that of circumste11ar disks. 

Electromagnetic effects are again invoked to transfer an

gular momentum from newly-forming stars to their surrounding 

disks (Cassen et a1., 1985; Rydgren and Cohen, 1985). 

Lorentz forces are important for understanding the dynamics 

of the formation of stellar systems. These processes could 

also play significant roles in the dynamical evolution of 

circumstellar disks around main sequence stars, such as 

those recently discovered around AlphaLyrae (see Aumann e~ 

al., 1984) and around Beta Pictoris (see Smith and Terrile, 

1984). 

A situation analogous to that of the protoplanetary 

disk occurs in the formation of the regular satellite sys

tems of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus (De et al., 1977). In 

this context, regular satellites are those which orbit their 

primary bodies in prograde, equatorial orbits. Once again, 

electromagnetic effects are invoked to transfer angular 

momentum from the newly-forming planet to the protosatellite 

disk. And as before, a possible coupling mechanism is the 

radial motion of charged grains within the disk (driven by 
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Lorentz forces), with the consequent angular momentum 

transport. 

In summary, the major application of the results of 

this study of spoke activity to protoplanetary, circumstel

lar, and protosatellite disks is through new insights gained 

into mechanisms for transfering angular momentum to these 

disks from their primary bodies. 

5.5 Where Do We Go from Here? 

Several questions still need to be addressed con

cerning spoke formation and evolution before a complete un

derstanding of spoke activity is attained. In this section 

I will briefly discuss a few of the outstanding problems and 

corresponding avenues of investigation. 

uncertainties in the process of spoke formation give 

rise to (at least) three major questions: 

1) Are spokes actually formed preferentially in 

Saturn's shadow? If they are, then what are the physical 

processes which cause this preferential formation? 

2) How does Saturn's magnetic field temporally 

modulate spoke activity? 

3) What is the origin of the plasma clouds that 

initially charges the spoke particles? 

These 

would 

problems, and their solutions, are interrelated. One 

expect that the observed properties of spokes which 

----- ------------------~-.----------
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give rise to these questions are the combined result of a 

few underlying, synergistic physical mechanisms. 

Uncertainties in the processes of spoke evolution 

give rise to four related questions: 

4) How long do Keplerian spokes actually last? Do 

they orbit Saturn for the expected half an orbital period, 

similar to Spoke 1, or do they die off more rapidly, as 

reported by Gruen et ale (1984a)? 

5) A corollary to question 4) is: How frequently 

do highly-charged spokes (which undergo phases of corota-

tional motion) actually occur? 

6) How does the size distribution of the particle 

population for an individual spoke vary with time (i.e., 

with the age of the spoke)? 

7) What are the long-term effects of 

transport of angular momentum (or the radial 

charged particulates) within the B Ring due 

activity? 

the radial 

motion of 

to spoke 

Question 7) cannot be fully addressed until the problems 

presented in questions 4), 5), and 6) are understood. 

The solution of these problems will require work in 

three main areas: the continued analysis of the Voyager 

Saturn ring images, the aquisition and analysis of new data 

by means of the Hubble space Telescope and the Project 

Cassini Saturn orbiter, and the continued development of 
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theoretical and numerical models of spoke activity. 

A determination of the distribution of optical 

depths in the general spoke population can be made from the 

continued analysis of the Voyager dataset. This distribu

tion, in terms of both time and ring longitude, will aid in 

addressing questions of spoke formation. A continuation of 

this analysis would be to look for correlations between the 

optical depths and radial velocities of individual spokes; 

these correlations would help in understanding angular 

momentum transport within the BRing. 

Imaging polarimetric observations of Saturn's rings 

from the Hubble Space Telescope could provide information on 

the variation of particle size distributions within spokes. 

If these variations occur, they should at least be 

measurable for spokes observed on opposite ansae of the 

rings. This data would set additional constraints on an

gular momentum transport within the rings. 

The Project Cassini saturn Orbiter would substan

tially increase the database of spoke observations over that 

currently at hand from the two Voyager spacecraft or ob

tainable from the Space Telescope. In particular, Cassini 

could make synoptic observations of spokes on the unlit face 

of the rings. These observations would greatly increase our 

understanding of the mechanisms of spoke formation and of 

-------------
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the 

that 

limits on spoke lifetimes. An additional observation 

Cassini is a measurement of the height of spokes above 

(or below) the rings; such a measurement would also be im

portant in understanding spoke dynamics. 

Needless to say, all of these questions can be ad

dressed by further development of models of spoke formation 

and evolution. Numerical models need to be developed for 

spoke dynamics that incorporate accurate representations of 

Saturn's gravitational and magnetic fields, the gravity and 

electrical potential of the rings, and the effects of solar 

UV photoemission. As an example of the improvement that can 

be made in numerical models, both Saturn's gravitational 

field (Null et al., 1981) and magnetic field (Davis and 

Smith, 1986) should be represented by expansions in spheri

cal harmonics. Improved numerical models will be needed to 

answer such questions as effect of photoemission on 

lifetimes. In addition, much analytical work needs 

spoke 

to be 

done 

tained 

to fully incorporate the observational constraints ob

in this study of spoke activity into models of spoke 

formation and evolution. 
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5.6 Concluding Thouqhts 

Occasionally I am still surprised that so much can 

be learned about a phenomena such as spokes by the sys

tematic study of an imaging data set. But then again, 

visible light, which in this case is recorded in the Voyager 

Saturn ring images, is one of the primary tools we have to 

learn about the universe around us. 



APPENDIX A 

THE MEASUREMENT OF SPOKE POSITIONS 

The various analyses of spoke dynamics dis

cussed in Chapter 2 required the measurement of the lon

qitudinal and radial positions of spokes in Voyager Saturn 

ring images. The techniques used to make these measurements 

will be discussed in this appendix. 

The orbital velocities of spokes were determined by 

measuring the longitudinal positions of the leadinq and 

trailing edges of the features near their inner boundaries, 

or bases, in successive images. Measurements at the edges 

yield the most accurate determinations of ring longitudes 

for spokes (Gruen et al., 1983), while measurements near the 

bases assure accurate, repeatable determinations of radial 

distances from saturn. 

To make the measurements, a lonqitudinal coordinate 

system was assumed to be fixed in the ring plane with the 

origin defined at local noon and with longitude increasinq 

in a counterclockwise direction as seen from above the ring 

plane. Templates of Saturn and the rings, with longitudes 

inscribed on thG B Ring, were generated by a computer for 

use as overlays on the 7x7 inch prints of the ring images. 
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An example of such a template is shown in Fig. 20. 

templates were oriented on the images by fitting the 
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These 

ring 

boundaries on the templates to those seen in the images. 

With the templates, longitudinal positions of spoke edges 

were measured to an accuracy of ±O.SO. These longitudinal 

positions are plotted in the orbital rate figures of Chapter 

2. 

The widths of spokes were measured in the ring 

images with the aid of the templates. The uncertainties in 

the measured spoke widths are also ±O.SO. The assumption of 

an inertially fixed origin has an inherent error: local 

noon on saturn changes longitude in inertial coordinates by 

approximately 0.015° per rotation. since the dataset spans 

only three rotation periods, this error in the measured 

spoke positions accumulates to less than 0.05°, which is 

negligible compared to the 0.5° uncertainties in the

measured positions of individual spokes. 

The velocities of radial growth for Spoke 1 were 

determined by measuring the radial positions of the inner 

and outer edges of the spoke in successive images. These 

positions were determined by measuring the distance between 

the inner edge of the spoke and the inner edge of the BRing 

and the outer edge of the spoke and the outer edge of the B 

Ring along radial chords defined by the ring templates. 



Figure 20. Template for Measuring Spoke Edge positions. 
This computer-generated template shows the bound
aries of the F, A, B, and C Rings on the morning 
side of Saturn. Ring longitudes are inscribed in 
the B Ring, with the origin fixed at local noon. 
This template is typical of those used to measure 
the longitudinal and radial positions of spokes in 
the Voyager Saturn ring images. 
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/ 

Figure 20. Template for Measuring spoke Edge Positions. 
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The radial extent of the BRing (25,450 km), as determined 

from the 6 Scorpii ring occultation observed by Voyager 2 

(Holberg et al., 1982; Esposito et al., 1983), was used to 

scale the measurements. In each image, the radial positions 

of the spoke edges were normalized to the projected extent 

of the B Ring in order to compensate for image 

foreshortening_ These measurements, which are plotted in 

Fig. 11, have an error of ±300 km. 
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APPENDIX B 

SPOKE REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Many of the photometric analyses presented in this 

dissertation involve the measurement of the reflectance of 

spokes relative to the B Ring in calibrated digital images. 

These analyses were performed by two complementary methods, 

both of which shall be discussed here. 

In the first method radial photometric profiles were 

traced through spokes and the underlying rings (see Fig. 21) 

and through the rings adjacent to these spokes, using a 

digital image processing system. Since the spokes are opti

cally thin (see section 3.1), the grains which comprise them 

behave as single-scatterers. Consequently, the photometric 

traces through the spokes represent the combined intensities 

of both the spokes and the underlying rings. These combined 

data have the form [(I/F)s(r) + (I/F)R(r»), where r is the 

radial distance from Saturn and where the subscripts Sand R 

denote spokes and rings, respectively. The traces through 

the adjacent rings contain data of the form (I/F)R(r) alone. 



Figure 21: Photometric Profile through a Spoke. A 
photometric profile has been taken through this 
clear filter image of a spoke on the morning ansa of 
the rings (the image shown in Fig. 1; FDS 43565.25), 
using a digital image processing system. The trace 
of the profile is shown by the straight dashed line, 
and a plot of the I/F along the profile is shown by 
the solid line. The profile of the spoke is easily 
seen in this plot, superimposed on the profile of 
the B Ring itself. 
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Figure 21. Photometric Profile through a Spoke. 
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To determine the reflectance for a given spoke, the 

three profiles of I/F through the central region of the 

spoke were measured by the image processing system (away 

from the edges of the feature; see Fig. 21), along with 

three profiles through the adjacent rings (over the same 

radial range). These measured I/F's were then averaged to 

yield values of [(I/F)s + (I/F)R] for the spoke (and rings) 

and (I/F)R for the rings alone. The reflectance was then 

calculated from the relation: 

R - [(I/F)s + (I/F)R] 
- (I/F)R • (B-1) 

In most cases the reflectances were averaged for a number of 

spokes to determine the value used in a particular analysis 

(i.e., at a given phase angle, as in section 3.1, or at a 

particular wavelength, as in section 3.2). However, in 

determining the temporal reflectance variation of Spoke 1 

(Section 2.3), reflectances were measured from single images 

at each point in time. 

In the second method areal averages of the data for 

central regions of spokes and of equivalent areas of the ad

jacent rings were taken. As in the first method, the data 

for the spokes would be of the form [(I/F)s + (I/F)R] and 

the data for the rings would be of the form (I/F)R' The 

reflectance for a given spoke was calculated from the rela

tion shown above; the reflectances for several would be 

spokes averaged together. The variation of spoke 
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reflectance with phase angle determined in section 3.1 was 

checked in this manner. The reflectances plotted in Fig. 12 

were calculated using both methods; the same results were 

obtained each time. The use of both methods increases the 

level of confidence in the results shown in this figure. 
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APPENDIX C 

A PHASE FUNCTION FOR BRIGHT RINGLETS 

In order to calculate the phase function for the 

spoke particles from the reflectance data plotted in Fig. 

12, the phase function for the central region of the BRing 

(the region where spokes occur) had to be determined. This 

was done by extracting a phase function for bright ringlets 

in this region from the same images used for the reflectance 

data. 

The phase function determined for bright ringlets 

alone can be used in these calculations because in the inte

rior regions of spokes (where I/F measurements are made, as 

was discussed in Appendix A) the reflectances measured 

within individual spokes vary minimally from bright to dark 

ringlets. This property of spokes is shown in Fig. 22, 

where a radial profile through Spoke 1 (the 

dynamically-anomalous spoke of Chapter 2) is shown. This 

figure shows a trace of the I/F through the spoke, a trace 

of the I/F for the B Ring immediately adjacent to the spoke, 

and the ratio of the two traces (or the relative reflectance 

of the spoke). 



Figure 22: Radial Reflectance Profile of Spoke 1. Profiles 
of I/F for Spoke 1 and adjacent ringlets are plotted 
against distance from Saturn. The reflectance of 
the spoke, relative to the B Ring, is also plotted 
as the ratio of these profiles. The measurement er
rors are represented by the heights of the symbols 
used for the data points. 
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For Spoke 1 the observed local maxima and minima in I/F cor

respond to bright and dark ringlets, respectively, and the 

relative reflectance is constant in the central region of 

the spoke, to within the scatter of the data. This 

photometric property of Spoke 1 is assumed to hold for the 

general spoke population, since there is no evidence that 

Spoke 1 is photometrically unique in this respect. 

In order to determine the phase function for the 

bright ringlets, the I/F for several ringlets were measured 

from the calibrated Voyager images: the same ringlets were 

examined in each case. These measurements were averaged at 

each phase angle that the images covered. The data ex

tracted from the images has the form (Chandrasekhar, 1960): 

I 
F = (C-l) 

where r is the optical depth of the ringlet, w is the single 

scattering albedo of the ringlet particles, pee) is the 

phase function of the ringlet, and ~ is the cosine of the 

emission angle of the image. Since the product rwP(6) can

not be easily disentangled, a normalized phase function of 

the form: 

(C-2) 

was calculated from the data. In this function, A is a nor

malization factor that gives Pn (7°) a value of 0.80 and ~ 

is the cosine of the emission angle. 
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Due to the varying geometries over which the two 

Voyager spacecraft took the images used in this analysis, 

the emission angle for the rings (and spokes) varied from 

image to image. The corrections for the changing emission 

angles were made to the bright ringlet phase function, 

rather than to the spoke reflectance data, because the ap

proximate shape of the phase function for the bright 

ringlets was known (e.g., see Doyle, 1986). As a result, 

the scattering phase function for the spoke particles (Fig. 

14) has been corrected for the varying emission angles of 

the images. 

The normalized phase function is plotted in Fig. 13 

and is reproduced here in Fig. 23. When integrated over 

phase angle, this function yields a value of approximately 

unity, as would be expected (the value of the phase function 

had to be extrapolated over phase angles of 0°_7° and 

155°-180°). 

It should be noted that the phase function has not 

been corrected for the effects of Saturnshine at high phase 

angles. This function was determined so that the phase 

function for spoke particulates could be calculated; a cor

rection for Saturnshine was not deemed necessary since both 

the bright ringlets and the spokes are illuminated under the 

same conditions. 

---------------------------------"-



Figure 23: Phase Function for B Ring Bright Ringlets. This 
phase function for the bright ringlets observed in 
the central region of the B Ring (the region where 
spokes occur) was extracted from the same images 
from which the spoke reflectances plotted in Fig. 12 
were measured. The function has been normalized to 
a value of 0.80 at a phase angle of 7°. 
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Figure 23. Phase Function for B Ring Bright Ringlets • 
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consequently, this phase function for the B Ring bright 

ringlets cannot be used to constrain the photometric 

properties of the ringlet particles with any great degree of 

confidence. 

One observation which can be made is that at a phase 

angle of approximately 37° the least-squares fit to the 

phase function changes from a decaying power law to a decay

ing exponential law. Coincidentally, this is the region of 

the phase function where the spoke reflectance inversion 

occurs. At phase angles less than 37°, spokes are darker 

than the rings, while at phase angles greater than 37°, 

spokes are brighter than the rings. This observation sug

gests that a change in the scattering properties of the ring 

particles occurs at this phase angle, a change which gives 

rise to the spoke reflectance inversion. Such a change has 

also been noted by Doyle in his more extensive analysis of 

the scattering properties of the B Ring (Doyle, 1986~ and 

L.R. Doyle, private communication). 
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